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The agency modd is a forni of govenunent ocgmktion that is q d y gainhg
credibility duoughout b~tea~laatic
ciccies. ï h e Government o f Manitoba has subse~uendy
embarked o n its own agenq model program; it has created 16 S p d Operating Agenaes
(SOAs) and has granted thae agencies certain manageciai fieedoms drat allow d i e m to
h c t i o n in a more "business-ke" rnanner. In efféa, the retorms have replaced direct
ministed control with operating charters, business pians, annuai reports and pafommice
measutement designed to keep rninisters apprised of agency activities wïthout inmiding into
the daily workings of the agency. Critics contend that this arrangement represents m i o n of
traditional pcinciples of ministerial responsibility, and base th& uitiâsrn on s u n i l u agency
model programmes implementeâ by govemments in Great Britain, N m Zedand and
Canada. This thesis reviews the Manitoba S O A initiative and pays specific attention to the
measures irnplcmented by the Govemrnent of Manitoba to securr rninisted re~ponsibiliy~
Drawing on intetpiews with relevant agency figures, the inner dynamics of the new ~ p o r h n g
pmcedures wiil be considered with particulv attention paid to Mnisters' ability to ansraer
before the Legiskative Assembly, ageny officiais compiiance with roles and responsibilities
outlined in o p e n h g charters, and perceptions of pedonnuice measurernent as tools of
prospective and retrospective conml. The thesis 4 argue that the agencg model has been
cautiously applied in Manitoba thereby muting concems associated with the loss o f
accountabilitg. However, the thesis MU also argue that s e v e d critical components of the
SOA model have not been implemented to the extent that creators of the SOA model had
envisioned, and that such lapses could result in confusion should the SOA project be
expanded in the future.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The 1980's and 1990's have seen the rise of public sector reform ideas
commonly known as the New Public Management (NPM). Governments from all
over the world, particululy in Commonwealth countries, and from varying political
aripes have been quick to embrace ideas associated with the NPM as a panacea to
relieve government bureaus of the ills wociated with the traditional, bureaumatic
mode1 of government organïzation. Thus, innovations nich as privathion,
performance measwement, accrual accounting, contracring out and numerous other
practices that have been utilized and refmed in the private seaor have also found
widespread acceptance in the public seaor.
Proponents of NPM reforms presait a compelling case that such private-seaor
techniques should be favorably accepted in the public sector. They can illustrate the

public's apparent dissatisfaction with the service provided by government bureau5 by
citing nirvey results and opinion polls indicating citizens' declining confidence in
government and increased acceptance of private enterprise.' Accordhg to this logic,
governments can begin to recapture public confidence by emulating business. Public
servants should become more "entrepreneurid" and strive to provide exemplary
customer seMce to clients of the government. Under this businesslike environment,
the accountability of politicians and public servants would be improved as the focus of
government service wodd be redirected towuds its cIients?
Critics of NPM caution that proponents' conceptuaization of accountability
does not take into auount the fundamental differences between business and

goverment. Govemment musr not only be responsible to its dients, but to the public
in general. It is, afier all, the public who h n d government operations through taxation

and, therefore, there is the need for government to be responsible and accountable to
al1 its citizens. The bureaucratie mode1 of government organization may be inflexible,
but it is at least accountable to its citizens - largely through esrablished parliarnentary
traditions rhat have been in place for genentions.

WhiIe both proponents and opponents of NPM agree on the need to ensure the
accountability of govenunent to its citizens, there is considerable divergence as to the
mon effective method of achieving the best of both worlds - con-effective and user-

friendly public services that remain accountable to the public as a whole. Yet some
theorists caution against the debate being enveloped in the cemantics of democratic
theory. As Robert D. Behn succinctly explsios:
We will not answer the accountability question for performance by
engaging in deep theoretical thinking. ~ o r e o v ewe
r wilI gain little by
debating, legislating, codifying and staffing formal systems for citizen
accountability. Insread we will leam the most from a series of ad hoc
experiments conducted by public managers who seek to be neither
cowards nor outlaws but instead to accomplish public purposes that
citizens value?

The process of answering the puzzling question of accountability will thus
evolve by trial and error through a series of administrative experiments that
seek not only to achieve better service but to clarify and defme a new
accountability regime.
One ntch experiment has been the introduction of Specid Operating Agencies
(SOAs) by the Government of Manitoba. SOAs exist as quasi-governmental entities

that operate under the auspices of a government department yet have been granred

certain managerial freedoms that have dowed SOAs to shed the shackles of
bureaucracy and operate in a more business-Like manner. SOAs are a manifestation of
what has become known as the agency model of organization, versions of which have
been introduced in Great Britain, New Zealand and the federal Government of Canada
with varying degrees of wccess. As of this writbg, the Govemment of Manitoba has
created 16 SOAs since 1992 and is actively recruiting new candidates for this new fonn

The SOA experiment, however, is more profound than the simple introduction
of a new form of government organization. The designers of the SOA model have
attempted fundamental government reform while working within the established
model of miniserial accountability that has dehned ministerialdepartmental
relationships since the formation of government in Manitoba. Rather than subject the
SOA to direct ministerial control, SOA designarion establishes an ums-length

relarionship between the agency and the minister's office. Operatïng charters, business
planning, annual reports and performance measurement have replaced direct
ministerid control as the meam of ensuring that agencies rem& accountable to the
polity.
It is the goal of diis thesis to investigate how this new accounrability regime has
materidized to this point. Of particular interest is the way the Government of
Manitoba has reconciled the contraclictory desires of government branches to operate
more like businesses and the need for senior civit servants and cabinet ministers to be
responsible and accountable for their respective contributions to the development and
implementation of public policy. It is asnimed that the Govemment of Manitoba's

decision to grant parts of existing organizations SOA starus, rather than other options
such as privatization, is an indication that the government sees a continued need for

government to play a role in the direction of the agency. Furthemore, if governments
do not maintain the ability to manage the policy funaion, the entire reason for
government being involved with the SOA disappeus. Therefore, the thesis will pay
particular attention to the ability of cabinet ministers to effect policy preferences on

SOAs, the 1eveI and nature of comm&cation between government departxnents and
SOAs, and the ways that ministers remain informed of the activities of SOAs.
Overall, the concem is to investigate the extent to which the ministers designated

responsible for particular SOAs are both willing and able to answer for all or part of
the performance of SOAs withïn their portfolios. The thesis will conclude that the
agency mode1 has been applied in a more cautious fashion in Manitoba than in larger
jurisdictions and that therefore the concerns about the loss of accountability wociated
with agencies have not arisen to the same extent. The thesis will also conclude that
several critical components of the SOA framework have not been implemenced to the
extent that creators of the SOA mode1 had envisioned, and that such lapses could result

in confusion and the compromising of parliamentvy accountability.
This thesis wil1 be divided into four chapters. The first chapter wiil introduce
the establishment and operation of SOAs in Manitoba. This chapter will differentiate
between the operations of SOAs vernis the operation of government depvunents in
order to clearly illustrate the uniqueness of SOAs. This chapter will also examine the
foundations of ministerid responsibility that have governed relationships between
cabinet rninisters, departments and the public-at-large and illustrate how the

introduction of SOAs has altered these well-established traditions.
The second chapter will investigate the foundations of the agency model. The
chapter will elabonte on the theoretical underpinnings leading to the establishment of
the agency model; a hision of public choice economic theory and contemporary
business theory. The chapter wiu dso examine the introduction of the agency model

in other countries, specifically Britain, New Zeaiand and the Govertment of Canada.
The chapter will pay dose attention to the methods used to secure the accountability
of rninisters in these counuies. As many of these models have been emensively
criticized, the chapter will dso investigate how Manitoba has reconcïled the diffidties
encountered in other jurisdictions so that their errors were not repeated.
The third chapter will investigate the external reporting of agencies. The
chapter will be particularly interested in how the introduction of business plans,
operating charters, and annual reports has affected the perceptions of legislators
towards agencies. The chapter will review the information provided by SOAs to
opposition legislators, and contras nich information sources with equivalent reporting

by departments. The chapter will then revue the proceedings of the Manitoba
Legislative Assembly to get an indication of how the new information sources have
been used by opposition legislators as they attempt to hold the government
accountable for its d a y - t d a y activities. The chapter will argue that although one key
component of the agency model was to introduce increased reporting to facilitate
accountability, members of the legislature have not made extensive use of such tools.
The fourth chapter will investigate how interna1 reporting bas been conducted
under the new arms-length relationship between SOAs and parent departments. Data

was collected through nirvey interviews, and respondenu were asked their opinions of

key accountabiiity mechanisms and how these mechanisms affected the operations of
the agency. The chapter will argue that agency officials have ignored certain aspects of
the accountability fnmework that could eventually result in confusion if the situation
penists.
The thesis was based upon an extensive review of the lïterature on NPM, and of
the experiences of other governments who have attempted Umilar agency modd
initiatives. To get an impression of how SOAs have been treated before the Legislative
Assembly, a search of parliamentary records w u conducted. To gain a better sense of
the hidden relationships that are criticai to the mccessful functioning of SOAS,four
agencies were selected as case midies and a series of qualitative interviews were
conducted with ministers, deputy ministers and agency heads ïnvolved with the
agencies.

CHAPTER 2

THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF SOAs IN MANITOBA
Since the royal w e n t of i u Speùal Operating Agencïes Financing Authority
Act in June 1992, the Government of Manitoba has moved quiddy to implement one
of its contributions t o the world of New Public Management (NPM). As of this
writing, the govenunent had created 16 SOAs and has been aggressively pursuing new
candidates. Given its obvious enthusiasm for the SOA project, and the outstanding

financial performance of the province's exiaing SOAs,one could reasonably speculate
that the province's reliance on SOAs is likely to increase in the h r e . The province
has identsed a total of 50 potential SOAs, although a definitive timeline has yet to be
deterrnined. As nich, it is important to evduate the impacts and implications of
Manitoba's experiments with SOAs on the traditional principles and practices of
cabinet-parliamentary govenunent within the provincial context.
This chapter analyzes the wider situational context in which the Manitoba SOA
initiative emerged. It identifies the fiscal, global, and political pressures confrontkg
the Government of Manitoba. The SOA initiative is presented as not simply an
impulsive or ideologicai decision, but as one response to serious problems confronting
the province. The chapter then describes the existing statutes, guidelines and protocols
that comprise the accountability fraxnework for stru&g

relationships between

cabinet ministers, parent departmenu, central agencies and the semi-autonomous

SOAs. It will be particularly important to document these relationships as many
critics have argued that there is a discernible lack of congruence between NPM reforms

and the pre-existing parliamentary traditions. Thirdly, the chapter analymi the seps
taken by designers of Manitoba's agencies to maintain, cl*

and (supposedly) enhance

the accountability relationships, both intemal to government and externally t o the
legislanire and the public.

Reasons for Structural Reform in the Manitoba Civil Service
Upon its announcement that ît was partidy abandonhg its reliance on the
prosaic mode1 of bureaucratic organiution in favour of a new form of agency
organization, many critia of the government were suspicious as to its ultimate goals.

The government in charge of the reforms wu,afier all, a Progressive Conservative
Party government, and its members were widely perceived to be partial to a more
market-Oriented govemment with a heavier reliance on the private sector.' Many
feared that the government was ultimately preparing its agencies for privatization; that
exposure to the market as an agency would enhance the value of the organization and
facilitate an easier transition to private-sector control. The early feus have, to this
point, proven groundless as the government has used the SOA concept as a pragmatic
solution to a number of complexities facing the public service.
One of the most common justifications for the need to apply New Public
Management reforms to the public sector has been the need to provide a higher
standard of public service to its citizen "clienrs". According to one m d y
Citizens, whether individu&, businesses, or other groups, have become
more demanding. They want options of "voicen and 'exit". In other
words, they want a greater Say in what governmenu do and how they
do it. They demand more responsive services and greater choice. They
expect the same quality of service as they get from the pnvate sector?

The traditional bureaucratic organizational structure w u deemed inappropriate to
cope with this sudden consumer revolution. Typicaily, bureaumtic organizations
have been d i c t e d with an exc-s of d e s that dictate the relationships between public
service and "client". Freelancing, or deviaùng from the d e s is not permined. Should
the service provider confront a discrepuicy or uncertainty in the niles, then idealiy the
appropriate supervisors must be c o d t e d for thek procedural recommendations. In

short, "bureaucrats, as agents of the aate, manage government operations as the
administration of laws rather than as services to effm desired outcome~."~
Bureaucratic d e s were seen as an important control device that assured politiciaas that
laws passed in legislatures were being implemented by the civil service.
According to reformers, the only way to avoid bureaucratic quagmire is to
reorganize government bureaucraties into. a more customer-orienred "postbureaucratic* organization. This orgvllzation would, ideally, focus on customer
satisfaction rather than the bureaucratic ideals of adherence to public policy and a
homogeneous level of treatment for every citizen. Civil servants would become
responsible for meeting "ciients'" needs, and organizations would take greater seps to
determine exaaly what those needs are, and whether or not they have been satisfied.'
Although the need to enhance the quality of service to the public has been the
standard explanation for public service reforms, critics insist that Manitoba's origind
and primary motivation was t o reduce public spending rather than satisfy connuners.

In fact, the early ministerial aatements on the SOA initiative downplayed the service
aspect and emphasized the budgetvy purposes of the need for fiscal responsibility and

deficit reduction. For example, Manitoba's 1392 budget made reference to the
government's strategy to use interna1 managerial reform as an insrrument to help
reduce the deficit and to deliver services in a more efficient way that would make them
more affordîble to taxpayers.'
That Manitoba would emphasize the financial benefits of govemment reform is
not surprising. The province's fiscal deficit had grown to excessively high levels and
the government, widely perceived as sound fisal managers, was under considerabte
pressure to remedy the problem. The government clearly believed that a barder to
achieving its ultimate goal was the profligate spending habits of the government
bureaucracy. The governing Party, true believers in the benefits of the marketplace,
maintained thar expowre to market mechanisms would provide a check against
excessive spending. As a result, some government operations were privatized.
However, the govemment sought a new option for those government funcrions
that proximated private sector organizations, yet whose mandate was considered to be
too important to trust to the ebbs and fiows of the private sector. The optimal
situation would be the creation of a "bureaucratic ha-way house somewhere between
The governmenr would retain ownership of the
bureaucratic jail and freed~m".~
organization, but it would be expeaed to behave much like a private-sector business
with a greater attention to fiscal performance. Such an organization would be granted
amnesty from certain government d e s .

Although the government did not make direct reference t o changes in the
international economic system as a reason for bureaucratic reform, most governments
faced global pressures to change the way they operated. At the time of the reforms the

world was in the throes of being pressureci by a process known as globalization, a
mysterious term that has become synonymous with the libention of capital, the r i x of
the muki-national corporation as a powerfd form of organization, and the integration

of nation states with one another through t d e agreements and economic union.'
ALnost simultaneously, govemments have reevduated their cornmitment to the
Keynesian weIfare state and high amounrs of spending on social programs, in favour of
a "new world order" which unfortunateIy has yet to be cIear1y defined.

As a result, m o a governments were forced to re-think their operations in light

of the Ioss of sovereignty due to increased international integration and the discrediting
of the Keynesian welfare state. Maay sought to re-invigorate themselves by internally

strenghening their capacity to be creative and by challenging the bureaucratie statu

quo to implement change that would ailow govemments to compete in and facilitate
the emerging new order!

For many, rhis involved replicating many of the

management practices that had made the multi-national corporation the superior
organizationai form of its

As governments experimented with such praaices,

many like-minded government reformers would swiftly duplicate the practices.10
Manitoba was no exception in this regard as it sought out new ideas to adapt to the

changing role and mandate of government.
Given these strong pressures, the Government of Manitoba was compelled to
am and implement a degree of public-sector reform. But reform, attractive as it was,

has proven to be panicularly ciiflicult due to complications inherent in Westminster
style parliamentary democracies such as Manitoba's. Government reformes would be
required to restrain their zeal, and make changes in accordance with tenets and natutes

that remained necessary componenu of the political system. Of partidar importance
was the need to conform to the patterns of accountabiliry between elected politiciam

and the public senrice.

Accountability Relations in the Governmcnt of Manitoba
AIthough public sector reformen ostensibly had a myriad of creative options at
their disposal, they were confronted with the dilemma of baIancing necessary reforms
with conformity to traditional principles of cabinet-parliamentary govemment o r
making acceptable modifications to the established constitutional order. Manitoba
operates as a Westminster parliamentary system and conforms to a parliamentary
process adopted by alI British North American colonie^.'^ While the accountability
relationships contained therein are not codified for procedural clarity, a set of
constinirional principles do exist as a series of informal, unwritten conventions which
are intended to structure the relationships between Parliament and the public service."

The Westminster parliamentary mode1 is predicated on two assumptions: a) thar
responsible government is best suuctured through p v t y politics, and b) that a
permanent, professional civil service is conducive to good government."
The Westminster pvliamentary model aliows for the huictioning of the
provincial legislaire, the major conduit for popular democratic control in Manitoba,
at the behest of the political parties. The parties structure the choice of the eleaorate

through the presentation of electoral platforms, and those elected to office are held to
account for their performance at successive elections." The parties that fail to elect
enough members to form a government are entmsted with the role of opposition, and

to hold the governing party to account for the govemment's actions. This is done
through the usually sensationalistic forum of Question Perïod, where opposition
members rnay demand answers from government ministers on the activities of thek
respective departments.
To achieve ultimate political accountability through the parliamentary proces,
the conaitutional conventions provide for both collective and individual ministerial
responsibility- Collective ministerial responsibility refen to the capacity of cabinet to
determine government policy and on a regular basis have i u policy choices subject to
confidence votes in the legislature.15 The cabinet, a representative group of governing
party members is selected to formulace and debate policies as a team. Regardless of any

interna1 disagreements, the cabinet remains united behind the proposds it advances for
debate and vote in the legislature. Should a bill of substantial importance (nich as a
budget or a Throne Speech) be defeated in the legislature, it would be interpreted as a
loss of confidence in the g o v e r n e n t and the government would be expected to resign.
Individual ministries are unimed to be the "timeless focal point for legal,
political and administrative responsiveness" .16 The minister is charged wit h the dual
responsibility of communicating the department's needs and concerns to cabinet and

the cabinet's policy decisions to the administrative apparatus under his o r her
command. The minister is then assurned to be accountable for any misdeeds that may
occur within the department

- be they poorly conceived policy ideas or faults of

administrative incornpetence. Dependhg on the severity of the transgression, the
minister may be compelled to resign.

Coupled with these expeaations of ministerial behaviour are conventions
governing the public service. Many of these conventions also exist in the f o m of
unwritten rules perpetuated since confederation, &hough Iaws such as the Manitoba
Civil Senrice Act seek to cernent some of these rules into actud legislation. Such a m
seek to uphold the long-standing principles that civil services should be anonymous,
permanent, loyal and non-partisan. These principies are intended to produce a civil
service that demonstrates n e u t d cornpetence and reliability to successive governments.

The e s t e r has the potentiai to benefit tremendously from these conventions.

The minister can communicate his goverment's political desires to his department,
have his departmental subordinates do their best to carry out the wili of the minister,

and then receive accolades for a job well done. For ministers, however, there is a
considerable downside. The minister is expetted to protect the permanent and
anonymous executive by accepting responsibility when the administrative affairs of the
department go a ~ r y While
. ~ few would argue that cabinet rninisters are actudy in
charge of the day-to-day operations of the department, miniaers must ultimately face
the political consequences for the poor performance of a departmem. Naturally, for

those ministen interested in long and prosperous careers in the cabinet, there has been
a desire to exert more political control over departmental staff and to minirnize risk to

a minister's reputation and credibility.

The emergence of pressures for public sector reform in Manitoba, might be
likened to an irresistible force meeting an immovable object. There was a justifiable
need for change but any reforms undertaken had to take account of the implications

for the traditionai models of accountability b w d on the closely related principles of

ministerial responsibility and an anonymous, neutrai public service. Muiy reformers
could convinciagIy argue that the Westminster parliamentary protocols were as
outdated as the bureaucratic systems they were rrying t o reform. For example, as
Sharon Sutherland has illustrated, the premise of ministerial responsibility (from a
federal government perspective) has been loosely applied and only two ministers
resigned for reasons of administrative errors between 1867 and 1991.la As a r d ,
many reformers were lefi to question the need to adhere to the traditions when they
weren't being applied in the purest s e m .

The Birth of the SOA in Manitoba
Public-sector reformers in Manitoba viewed the replication of an agency model

of organization to be the most effective way of balancing the competing demands of
providing a more nisrorner focused, f i s d y responsible organization and satisfying the
numerous accountability requirements demanded from a government organization. A
government agency may best be dexribed as a discrete operational unit within a
government department chat has been delegated some increased managerial authority
down the line of command in exchange for a greater degree of accountability for
achieving specified result~.'~Agencies are granted varying degrees of freedom from
bureaucratic rules and regdations but remain a part of a government department."
As has been the case with m o a New Public Management reforms, once they
have been adopted successhlIy in one jurisdiction the ideas spread rapidly ro other
like-rninded governments.2' The Manitoba situation is no different as it was greatly
influenced by a similar use of the agency model by the Canadian federal government.

A Manitoba civil servant in charge of the provincial Queen's Printer becune aware of
the use of the agency model through its federai counterpart that had been designated an
agency in 1989.~
Realizing the Government of Manitoba's desire to consider
alternative options for the delivery of Queen's Printer services, the of£icial sought to
convince the Manitoba Trevury Board, the cabinet cornmittee responsible for the
preparation of the g o v e r n e n t budget and administrative management, of the
desirability of the agency modeI. More importantiy, the officid also sought to
convince other civil servants within the Goverriment of Manitoba of the merits of the
agency model." Presentations featuring the heads of newly minted federal agencies
were organized and the concept was thoroughly explained to Manitoba civil servants

and the Treaniry Board.
The Government of Manitoba agreed to the agency concept in January 1992.

The agencies would be called Special Operating Agencies (SOAs), borrowing the term
used at the federal level. The government had the Manitoba Legislative Assembly pass

the Special Operathg Agency Financing Authority Act which created the Special
Operating Agency Financing Authority on 24 June 1988. The Act enables the
government to designate SOAs by regdation. The Act also establishes a base of
granted flexibilities and outlines the process for revocarion of SOA designation should
performance not be up to standard. It has been argued that this base is crucial to the
long term viability of SOAs as it establishes continuity for SOA aatus that cannot be
dtered due to changes in senior departmental management or management
philo~oph~.~'
To this point, Manitoba is the only province to have enshrined its

agency model pro-

into legislation.

The Act &O established a body known as the Special Operating Agency
Financing Authority.

The purpose of the authority was, in the words of the Act, to

"provide a method of funding the opentions of certain of the agencies designated
under this act and to acquire and hold assets required for or resulting fiom those
operations."ls The hancing authority would serve as the conduit for directing b d s
to the agencies under its auspices. This stxucture ailows SOAs, through the authority,
to incur debt, record receivables, to capitalize and depreciate mets, and to implement
other business pnctices similar to private sector operations.
The Act, however, did not receive a smooth ride through the legislative process
as both of Manitoba's opposition parties opposed the Act for varying reasous. The

brunt of the official opposition New Democratic Party's (?JDP) criticism focused on

the supposed intentions of the Act. The New Democrats suspected that SOAs were
not necessarily a mechanism to facilitate government efficiency, but a device to
facilitate the eventuai privatization of government programs and services. Mr. Jerry
Storie (NDF Flin Flon), summarized this position:

It is not clear, as well, whether the goveniment's agenda in doing this is
really the fua s e p towards privatizing the operations of
government...y ou have to ask the legitimate question of whether this is,
in fact, not creating little operating units within the department on an
experimental basis to see whether in fact they can be profit centres. Of
course, then you have to become a Little bit supicious about whether
those centres might not be privatized in some future incarnation of this

bill?
Another opposition member, Mr.Jim Mdoway

WPEhwood) ~ p e c t e d
that the

Progressive Conservative's introduction of the Act the day before the dissolution of

the legislative session was a srategic move designed to sneak privatization through the

The New Democrats also expressed concern with the accountability of the
proposed SOAs and attempted to draw a comparison between the SOA accountability
regime and that of the province's Crown corporations. The NDP reasoned that the
proposed SOAs were nothing more than 'minicorporationsn and therefore should be
subject to the same type of Iegislation that governs Crown corporations." The salient
features of this legislation include a directive to report to a Crown Corporation

Council (CCC) consisting of appointed business people and consumer representatives
rhat would ensure that Crown corporations maintained appropriate missions as well as
wellsonceived and well-executed strategic plans. The CCC exists as an arms-length
entity, reports ro the Minister of Finance, but is not subject to Mnisterial direction
and control. The legislation also mandates crown corporations to record al1
cornplaints received and prevents the cabinet from issuing binding poiicy direaives.19

As Mr. Storie explained:

This bill gives the Minister of Finance the authority to appoint
whosoever he chooses through an order-in-council to operate these
special agencies... So we are having a situation where Crown
corporations wili be appointed by the Minister of Finance and yet there
will not be the same kind of accountability that is deemed necessary for
other Crown corporations?
Manitoba's second opposition Party, the Liberal party, was also critical of the
legislation, although the Liberals were more concerned with the root causes of
government inefficiency rather than some pending privatization scheme. The sole
Liberal member to address the legislation, Mr. Reg Alcock (Lib.0 Osborne), dissented

on the grounds that "simply providuig another layer of government, another type of
government, an expansion of govemment in the name of producing efficiency is not
going to produce that result."" Mr. Alcock perceived the problem to be an uayielding
central management that inflicted tight control over govemment departmenu:

If it is good for small sections and branches of government to become
relieved of the burden of centnl management control, then perhaps it is
good for d government. I think the Minister of Finance could do a
great deal to improve the effiaency and cost-effectiveness of govemment
if he had simply looked a little more creatively at his role in central
management in government and did not avoid that debate by creating a
myriad of s m d operathg entities to relieve him of the burden of
becorning a better manager?
Mr. Alcock w u more precise with his criticisms when the bill was being discussed
d u h g parliamentary cornmittee when he singled out the Financid Administration

A a as a barrier to comprehensive reform:
The Financiil Administration Act does not aUow us (to produce 5-year
budget plans), so we have a choice. We create yet another management
structure for government that avoids the constraints of the Financial
Administration Act, or we amend the Financid Administration Act."
in spite of the apparent hostility from the opposition, the Special Operating

Agency Financing Authority Act was passed and the Fleet Vehicles Agency was

designated as the province's first SOA effective 1 A p d 1992. Fleet Vehicles had been
actively involved in the SOA process, having made a presentation to a cabinet
cornmittee of the merits of agency stanis as an alternative to the fleet's current
~ p e r a t i o n .Due
~ to its cornmirment to the SOA pro-

and the amount of research

and groundwork that had been done, it wu only logical that Fleet Vehicles be

designated as the first SOA. It would soon be followed by another new agency in
1993, rwo in 1994, and four more in 1995.

In spite of the relative speed by which the SOA process wu approved in
Manitoba, the government has been extremely cautious in its approach towards the
creation of new SOAs. For a deparcment branch to be designated a SOA, it must first
satisfy a series of weighted selection criteria that the Treastuy Board considers essential
for smooth operation as a SOA. Treasury Board has advanced some general

characteristics of how suitable SOA candidates are chosen:
discrete units of sufficient size to warrant the investrnent of time and
resources in the change process,
capacity for being held independently accountable within their
department,
amenable to developing clear, bottom-line performance standards based
on meanvlble outputs and results,
operating within a stable policy fnmework with a cleat, ongoing
mandate,
concerned with delivering definable products and services amenable to
market disciplines,
aaEed by managers and employees committed to and rnotivated by the
SOA approach, and
supported by top management based on policy o r operational priority
for government."
To t h point, the agencies that have satisfied this critena have had one common
denominator, revenue generation. Many SOAs derive the majority of their income
from their customer bases, either in the form of fees for service or from other
extraneous sources. Revenue generation is viewed as a meaas of simplifying
accountability as agency chief operating officers can be mevured based on the quantity
of products sold, quality of service, and o v e r d revenue generated by the agency.

In addition to meeting the sringent criteria, SOAs are &O exposed to a
rigorous development process. Designeci as a "bottom-up" process the establishment of

new SOAs is intended to be voluntary, allow prospective candidates to move at their
own Pace and ensure that all the potentidy affected stakeholden w o d d be consulteci

in advance. The fim phase, the proposal phase, requires the mangers of prospective
candidates to garner nippon from high-level departmental officids, employees, and the

Treasury Board. Candidates m u s present a feasibilîty study to the Treasury Board
that clevly demonstrates how stnictural reform and increased flexibility wïil allow the
candidate to operate more coa effectively- The proposd phase is to be directed by a
steering cornmittee consisring of the prospective SOA manager, and representatives

from the parent department and the Trevury Board Secretariat."
The proposal phase is followed by a planning phase that concentrates on the
details involved in the transition. A work plan is devised which is supposed to
examine ~~stematically
and comprehensively the many issues that will confront a

newly minted SOA. The organization must also devise its business plan and operating
charter.

This whole process must be orchestrated through constant consultation with

affected parties. Treasury Board wiIl make its final decision on the transition at the
completion of this phase. Should approval be granted, SOAs must complete an
implementation phase that focuses on establishlng new financial arrangements and
clarifying the orffanization'scharter. Depending on the organization's complexity, the
development process could take up to m o years to complete.J7
Given the apparent rigors of the process for establishing a SOA, one might
expect few managers of existing units to volunteer for the new status. But for

managers, who are seemingiy perpetually disconcerted about their lack of freedom to
manage, the benefits are clear. Most government armouncements on SOAs have
emphasized the capacity of the model to d o w public-seaor managers t o manage in a
way similar to their private-sector colleagues. The SOA model combines a series of
managerid flexibilities unique to public-sector managers with a new hanciai
arrangement and performance requirements to produce what the govemment believes

is a more tradîtiond corporate envionment that wiil inspire entrepreneurship and
creativity arnongst its employees.
As such, one of the major features that differentiates a Manitoba SOA from a
government branch depanment is its focus on a nrong agency head. The Treasury
Board wili not approve a SOA designation unless a strong agency head is present and is

able to ~ r o v i d econtinuous leadership throughout the process. The SOA development
process itself may be viewed as a proving ground for managers, as the acceptance of the

SOA proposal depends, to a large extent, on the success managers have had in coopting the organizations' stakeholders and convincing them of the plan's viability. In
theory once the organization has achieved SOA status, the organization's top manager
is able to operate, albeit within a framework diaated by the agency's operating chmer
and business plan.

The manager, however, is awarded some additional tools with which to
accomplish the organization's goals; tools that other public sector managers do not
have the luxury of using. Agency framework documents detail the exemption from
the province's G e n e d Manual of Administration Policy that the agency is not obliged
to follow, The exemptions encompw "policies that impair business-like Operations,

represent a nuisance, are not relevant, and for which nonîompliance has minor
~onse~uences."~~
The framework documents also detail the administrative policies that
have been delegated to the agencies, and the policies that continue to apply to the
agency. @he Treasury Board estimates that 40% of the General Manual of
Administration continues to apply to ~ 0 ~ s . ) ' ~
SOAs also have the flexibility to increase their n a h g levels in accordance with

the business cycle, and agency needs may be delegated sorne authority with regai-d to
hiring, dismissals, promotions, disciphes, suspensions or layoffs.

This authority is the

product of negotiations between the agency and the Civil Service Commission. SOAs
remain governed by the Manitoba Civil Service Act and collective agreements with
public sector unions.
These considerable freedoms corne with certain expectations. Agency heads are
expected to achieve the financial and administrative goals as stated in the business plan

and operating charter. The business plan exists as a "quasisontract" between the
Treasury Board and the agency head. Although not legally enforceable, by subrnitting
, agency head is committing to be held accountable to both the Treanuy
the ~ l a nthe

Board and the parent ministry for achieving the targets set therein. By accepting the
repoa, Treasury Board is agreeing to delegate the freedoms set out in the charter to
achieve the results.* Although one ancillary purpose of the SOA concept wu to allow

SOA managers to provide greater attention to administration of the agency, the
manager will &O be held accountable for any policy advice provided to the minister or
deputy minister. The minister will continue t o dictate the policy framework that

SOAs musr W o w , while the Treasury Board will continue to set the resource

framework.

In addition to its increased focus on managers, SOAs are difiinguished from
government branches by their fuiancial operations. SOAs have the advantage of
operating outside the Government of Manitoba's Consolidated Revenue Fund. For
some SOAs,particularly those with a commercial orientation, the consolidated fund
has resulted in accounting practices being used that are not in line with the provision

of business-like operations and quality custorner service. Many SOAs have preferred

to use accnial accounting principles in order to properly record the natural growth
rares of the organization's assets and accumulated interest on invested moneys. The

consolidated fund,which operates with the use of gros accounting principles, does not
allow government organizations the flexibility to operate in a business-like manner.
Customer service is compromised because organizations are not able to provide creclit
to loyal astomers.

The organizations would not be able ro receive loans to update

their infrastmcture and technology. Most importantly, the gross accounting principles
would not ailow organizations to retain the proceeds from the sale of the assets or

allow for the cury-over of fun& from year to year. The SOA designation provides
SOAs with access to an alternate h n d that operates parallel to the consolidated h n d
but is directed by the SOA fmancing authority.
One fmal component of the SOA accountability framework is the emphasis on
performance indicators. It has been argued that when govemments delegate
responsibility to the periphery, they WU usually implement some f o m of control

mechanism to ensure that the authority is not being abused." For the Government of

Manitoba, performance indicators allow the government to exercise some retrospective
control without breathing down the necks of its managers. SOAs are required to

establish their performance evahation targets and to invest in the technology required
to accurately measure and report on the targets.

Accountability Fnmework for Special Operating Agencies

The previous discussion has highlighted many of the 'business-like" alterations
that make SOAs unique from branches of government departments. Given the
breadth of the SOA reforms, it is diffÏcu1t to differentiate the management of SOAs
from that of private sedor concerns. There remains, however, one major difference.

SOAs remain under government control and therefore musr satisfy the government
accountability conventions inherent in Westminster political systems. For example,
legislators retain control over agency activities and budgets through voting at meetings
of the Cornmittee of Supply. It is important to emphisize that the Government of
Manitoba has opted to pursue reform within the Westminster parliamentary
framework, rather than experiment with other more exotic models of governance.

The Government of Manitoba attempted to sat*

the need for parliamentary

accountabilitythrough the use of openting charters as the prirnary mode of
governance for SOAs. Operating charters represent the SOA's 'constitution" and
detail how SOAs will be held accountable and how they will report to their parent
departments? In preparing their openting charters, the inaugural SOA candidates
consulted widely with officials in the fedenl government involved in composing

frarnework documents for a s d a r agency project."

Successive Manitoba SOAs

consulted the Gm SOA charter for a mode1 of how a charter is supposed to be done.
Although the Manitoba Treasury Board's SOA Guide claims that o p e d g charters
are the ~ r o d u cof
t comprehensive consultation between the prospective agency, the
Treasury Board Secretariat and the department, a cursory observation of the charters

reveals a rernarkable degree of homogeneity between themu
The operating charter's first section is a preamble that provides a bnef history

of the agency and the reau>ns for its transition to SOA sranis. The second section
outlines the agency's policy framework; which includes the agency's mandare, mission
aatements, customer market, geographic coverage, and the acts and statures that
impact the agency. The second section is extremely important from an accountabitity

-

perspective as it defines the agencies' "outputsn the specific produas and services the

agency is t o provide - as well as the m o m e r s the agency is to serve. With these
factors defmed, it is then possible for agency managers to determine the ben way to

efficiently achieve this mandate, and for agencies to meanire the success of the agency?
The third section of an SOA operating charter outlines the SOA's
accountability framework, and provides an oveniew of the SOA leaders'
responsibilities without going into inordinate detail. For example, the charters explain
the minister's involvement as follows:
The minister continues to be m e r a b l e for the agency to the
legislature, cabinet, and its cornminees including Treasury Board. The
minister's primary focus is to ensure a clear, stable policy framework to
p i d e agency operations.
SiMlarly, the charters explain the role of the deputy minister as foliows:

The deputy minister, in concert with other officiais of the depumient
and agency, advises the minister on policy matters concerning the
effective management, operation and performance of the agency."
The deputy minister also acts as chair of the advisory board. In this
role, the deputy minisiter is responsible for &g
meetings of the board,
setting the agendas, directhg the meetings, enniring that records of
proceeds are prepared, soliciting and obtvning advice from the board
members, and enniring the members receive SuffiCient information
regardhg the agency and its opentions to enable them to provide sound
advice."

Ir is the role of the deputy minister to act as an ùitermediary between SOAs and
miniaers' offices. To facilitate this role, most agency organivtional chvrs f a e a
araight-iine relationship between the deputy minister or associate deputy minister and
agency heads, It musr be noted that one agency has stnyed from this mode1 and
features a direct reporting relationship berneen the minister and agency head. The

responsibilities of agency heads are usually descnbed as follows:
The (agency head) is accountable for the sound management of the
agency in accordance with the highest public sector standards and
ensures the objectives and targets stated in the business plan are
achievedla
Manitoba SOAs operate with the assistance of a voluntary advisory board
whose role, according to the charten is as follows:
The role of the advisory board is to provide advice on the agency's
strategic operations and on changes to its mandate, amcture, business
practices, and finances. The advisory board reviews and comments on
the agency's ~roposedbusiness plan, quarterly and annud reports, and
charter revisiondg

The remairhg accountability framework details the agency's customer base and makes
reference to specific clauses in the goverment's Generd Manual of Administration for
which responsibility has been delegated to the agencies to the agencies.
One notable omission from the definitions of roles and responsibilities is the
Treasury Board Secretariat, an organization that has discretion over the markets SOAs
may pursue and products the SOA may offer. Trevury Board Secretariat mus.
approve the SOA business plan and may request amendmenu to the plan as it sees fit.
Treasury Board plays a key role in setting the SOAs boundaries. Its influence has not

been accounted for specifically in operating charters, but is lefi to description of the

SOA Financing Authority in the Act and management agreement purniant to the
charter.

While operating charters have seemingly defined the remaining roles and
activities of SOA comprehensively, it is important to note that several aspects that
would add to the clear definition of roles and responsibilities are absent from the
operating charters. It must be noted that the chaners do not specdy exactly what
ministers, deputy minisrers, and agency heads are accountable for. Similady, operating
charters remain silent as to who specifically is responsible for ensuring that agencies
comply with al1 its authorities. As well, charters do not provide any indication as to
Such
the specific boundaries within which the agency may am ;iutonorn~usly.~~
omissions, however, may be due to the conception of operating charters as an
experimental method of seniring accountability. As agency's become more
accustomed to operating at arms-length, it wu anticipated that charters would be
revised to more accurately dexribe roles and responsibilities.

One f

d comment regarding openring charters involves their presentation

before the Legisiative Assembly. While charters have been viewed as an important
instrument of governance for SOAs, their presentation before the legislature gives the
impression that they are mainly w d for intemal accountability purposes rather than
as tools for external supervision of agencies. Ministers responsible for SOAs have

tabled copies of operating charters in the legislature, but any k h e r role for the
Iegislature in examtning charters appears to be Lmîted. Charters have not been subject

to debate by Members of the Legislative Assembly in the house and, aside from

periodic discussion before SOA advisory boards, there appears to be Little opportunity
for external review of agency plans for governance. Neverthelw, charters are public
documents and are available for debate at any time.

The accountability framework includes a planning and reporting framework
which outlines the documentation the SOA m u s produce to allow for scnitiny of its
activities by the general public and government officids. The framework consists of

three main documents. The business plan, in addition to serving as a quasicontract
berween the agency manager and the department, dso serves as a arategic plan for the
agency.' ' Business plans document the agencies' Objeaives and performance targets for

the current year and at least two subsequent yeus. Summaries of business plans, minus
any confidential or commercial information, are provided to members of the

legislature, and are available for possible debate during the supply process in which two
cornmittees of the legislature review departmental estimates or spending f o r e c m for

the forthcoming fiscal year. Another opporrunity for legislative review may occur in
the Public Accounts cornmittee of the legislature, especially when the annual report of

the Provincial Auditor is before the cornmittee. SOAs remain w i t h the scope of the
annual audit of government organizations conduaed by the Provincial Auditor.

In addition, al1 agencies m u t produce an annual report on a yearly buis.
Manitoba SOA annuai reports closely resemble annuai reports from the corporate
sector; some are sophisticated, glossy documents which highlight the SOAs' activities
and successes. The operating charters require that annual reports present an andysis of

the agencies' performance based on the targets established in the business plan, as welf
as the agencies' audited fmantial statements. Unlike the confidentid business plans, the

annual reports are tabled in the Legislature and made available to the public.

Rather than relying solely on annual reports as a means of monitoring agency
performance, the planning and reporting frvnework also requires that agencies file
quarterly progress reports. These documents enable departmental oofciais to monitor

the progress of agencies against objectives and performance targets detailed in the
business plans.
Given the volumes of documentation that SOAs are required to produce, it is
clear that designers of the SOA mode1 have attempted to increase the information flow

to politicai stakeholders in order to keep them informed about the progress of agencies.
Proponents of government agencies argue that such stringent reporting requirements
actually enhance parliamentary accountability. The detailed annual reports d o w the
public and the politicd c l w the opportunity to inform themselves about the actuai
mandate, goals, and performance of agencies. Hypothetically, as a result of this
increased reportiog, ministers will not be required to field as many questions about
agencies behaviour."

But while operuing charters and a n n d reports have succeeded in danfying the
operations of Manitoba SOAs, it must be noted that departments retain considerable
discretion as t o whether a SOA will be able to opente in its "pure" form. As a
minister remains accountable to Parliament for an agency's actions, the minister or
parent departments can reclaim many of the freedoms granted to SOAs. J. David

Wright has Listed several factors that could lead to the erosion of SOA freedoms, such
as a iack of confidence in agency management, p o l i t i d y sensitive work, and the

personal management style of ministers or deputy minisrers.''

While the Government

of Manitoba believes iu SOA model will promote entrepreneurship and creativity
among its employees, the model m o t be properly operationalized without consent

and CO-operationfrom departments and ministers.

CHAPTER 3
THEORETICAL ORIGINS OF THE AGENCY MODEL
This chapter will begin to examine the origins of the agency model and how the
model became accepted in Manitoba. First, this chapter will elabonte the theoretical
principles which guided the development of the model. In particular, the chapter will
focus on public choice econornic theory and contemporary management theory as the

two primary sources for the development of the agency model. Second, the chapter

WU explore the adoption of the model as part of govemment reform projecrs in
Britain, New Zealand, and Canada. Findy, the chapter will focus on the methob
other govermenu have used to ennue that accountability to the public is mainrained.

Theoretical Influences
A. Economic Theory

The need for bureaucratic reform and the willingness of govermenu to
challenge the bureaucratic paradigm developed concurrently with the rise of
neoclassical economics and its success in providing an explanation for the U s of
bureaucracy. In particular, one strand of neoclassical economics - public choice theory

- arriculated an elegant, mathematicaliy tangible, and comprehensible version of
bureaucratic deficiencies. As wilI be seen, this perspective would greatly influence
public-sector reformes at the politial and bureaucratic level.
Dennis Mueller, in his widely-cited treatise on the subjea, provides the
following definition of public choice:
Public choice can be defined as the economic study of non-market

decision making, or simply the application of economics to politicd
science. The subject matter of public choice is the same as thar of
political science: the theory of the state, voting rules, voting behaviour,
party politics, the bureaucracy and so on. The methodology of public
choice is that of economics; however, the basic behavioural postulate of
public choice, as for economics, is that man is an egoistic, rational utility
maximkr.

'

Given this behavioural common denominator, it is assumed that political actors will
behave in an opportunistic fashion. For example, cabinet ministers WU forward policy
proposah with an eye toward being re-elected. Voters will exchange p o & u d currency
(votes) in r e m for political goods and services, in the form of political party
platforms that best satisfy their individual needs2 The entire political system is viewed
as a perfectly competitive marketplace where individual choice reigns supreme, as

opposed to a political market where collective good is a determinhg factor behind
policy decisions.

Public choice has been able to successfully clarify the major difference berween
the political market and competitive market. The difference, not nirprisingly, is the
presence of the politicd process and the involvement of clandestine and immeanirable
factors such as power, authority and influenceJ Whereas a cornpetitive market m m

adjust its pricing or production in accordance with consumer demand, public choice

theory maintains that politid factors peclude the political market €rom responding t o
customer dernand in a similar way. As a result, public choice theorists would argue
that government is not only Uiherently inefficient, but its customers are powerless in
cornparison to cornpetitive markets because their demands do not effect change in the
public sector. The debate involves confliaing values and perceptions of market
processes, with public choice theonsu advocating individus! choice in the competitive

marketplace as superior to collective choice in the political marketplace.
With regard to the bureaucracy, public choice has been able to elucidate an
explanarion of the ofien-incomprehensible world of bureaucratic behavior. Public
choice explanations of bureaucracy may trace their genesis back to the mid-I94O's, but
the most influentid work is undoubtedly William Niskanen's 1971treatise
Bureaucracv and Re~resentativeGovernment. Niskanen's theory was based on the
premise that public seccor bureauaus were "not entirely motivated by the generai
welfare or interests of the state" and were as inclïned as any other "rational" individual
to maximize persona1 utility.'

A comparable private sector operator is described as

"unambiguously selfish: in the drive to maximize utility by rnaximizing the profits of
the firm."' This, of course, would be & d t

for government bureaucrats who

frequently operate in the absence of a profit motive. Nevertheless, Niskanen resolves
this quandary by arguing chat in the absence of profit, bureaucrats will seek to
maximize the budgets under their control. If the budgets are maximized, the
bureaucrats wilI receive various n o n - p e d a r y benefiu such as enhanced reputations,
access to perks, additional powers, expanded salaries, and an easier time muiaging the
buread As a result, governent departments are inherently inefficient. Niskanen
himself estimates that government bureaus produce mice the quantity of output as
would a private-sector firm facing the same demand and con conditions.'
Further complicating this problem is public choice theorists' belief that there is
little chat bureaucrats' political masers can do to prevent this predicarnent. The
bureaucrats are the guardians of asyrnmetrical information and, as a resuit, are free to
manipulate departmental operations as they see fit. Not only do bureaucrats control

access to relevant policy-related information, but they have been accused of structuring
their political muters' choices to suit their individual need. A common public choice
belief is that bureaucrats fnme policy choices so that options they prefer are presented
in a favorable light, while the options they object to may be presented as ineffrcient!
Due to their lack of information, politicians have little choice but to approve the
budgets and policy proposals ntbmitted by the bureaucracy. T o make maners worse,

public choice would argue that politicians have Iittle interest in scmtinizing budgets in

the fint a lace. As ~oliticiansare rational actors too, they stand to gain more pandering
t o voters than tending to budgets9
Public choice theorisrs have proposed severai remedies t o this bureaucratic
quagmire. Most of these solutions feature the transfer of public services away from the
political market and into the cornpetitive market where former government activities
can be spared the systernatic opportunism and rapaciousness of bureaucrats. Two of
public choice's preferred alternatives to government administration are privatization

and contracting out which involves the transfer of parts or al1 of the responsibility for
service provision t o the private sector." Orher public choice solutions have proposed a
more creative role for bureaucracy. For example, Gordon Tullock has advocated that
governments aliow their respective bureaucracies t o compete agaimt one another for
the right to provide public services. IL The end result, according to believers of public
choice, is that not only will public services be provided more efficiently, but customen
will receive better service as well.
The government agmcy model, although not the ideal public choice solution,
borrows heavily from public choice ideas. Agencies consritute attempts by

goverment to expose their organizations to the pressures of the competitive market
while at the same t h e minimiTing the nefarious consequences of the politid market,
two ideas central to public choice thinking. Although the agency mode1 does not
equate to privatization, some would consider the operation of govenunent services as
public firms to be the next best alternative.

In spite of govemment's acceptance of public choice, many critics of public
choice question the vaIidity of its explmation of bureaucratie behaviour and question
its application in the public seaor. The m o a obvious criticism is public choice's
steadfast belief that what is in the interest of all is the interest of each.I2 Public choice
has been criticïzed for its failure to distinguish between public-sector values and

private-sector values. Public choice theonsu have been unable to explain the distinct
public sector ethos and its focus on equd treatrnent and fairness, and the importance of
these attitudes in rnaintaining the societal legitimacy of the government operations.13
Furthermore, public choice has had diffidty incorporating motives such as altruism
into its theories of political behaviour. For example, many politicians view the pursuit
of elected office as one of the highest forms of public service, or a way of ensuring that

the principles behind a partinilu ideology are carried out by governments. Similady,
bureaucrats rnay be motivated by the desire to serve the public, or may simply wish to
avoid the commotion of the private sector altogether.
Secondly, ~ublicchoice has been accused of presenting a facile
conceptualization of government, especially with regard to the supposed principleagent difficulties between the bureaucncy and politicians. Public choice has focused
on the politicians' Iack of aptitude for scnirinizing the budgetary recommendations of

bureaucrats without considering the presence of central agencies and their capacity to
review bureaucratie actions." In Manitoba, the Treasury Board Secretariat has been
especialiy vigilant in assessing the performance of the Government of Manitoba's
departments.
Although one could go much h h e r in elabonting the deficiencies of public
choice, ir is important to review the e f f m that public choice could have on
accountabiliry. While public choice theorisu hold competitive markets in hi& regard,
they view the presence of politics as a particular anathema. Critics would point to the
fdlibility of competitive markets and argue that democratically chosen governments
could protect against negative occurrences nich as unequal distribution of income or
high levels of unemployment. But public choice would reject this, claiming that while
the M u r e of markets is indeed a bad thing, political interference would o d y
exacerbate the matter. According to Robert Kuttner, "public choice theorists, in their
zeal to impeach econornic intervention, go further and impeach democracy iueff."lS

Given public choice's hostility to politic., are political traditions such as the principle
of ministerial responsibility to be sacrificed now that public choice has proven

influentid in the restructuring of bureau?

B. Management Theory
For the better part of the twentieth century, the demonstrated capacity for
innovation among public sector managers was considered t o be inferior to their private
sector counterparts. Practitionen noted the fundamental differences berneen the tasks
and contexts of the respective domains, and developed distinctive managerial styles to
cope with these distinctions. As a result, the public sector adopted managerial

principles in line with the Max Weber's model of bureaucratic organization while the
private sector adopted more exotic models. This distinction, however, has gradudy
begun to blur as managers realized that while the tasks and contexts of public and
private sector management remained different, certain hinctions and tools of
management (i.e., performance monitoring, executive leadership, managhg and
remunerating staff, etc.) could be applied successfdy in both domains.16 Christopher
Poilitt has suggested that the successful application of private sector management
principles by the dominant multi-national corporations, coupled with the discrediting
of Weber's bureaucratic model, prompted public sector leaders to reconsider their
management principles. 17

But providing a precise d e f ~ t i o n
of whar constitutes 'successful private sector
management principles' is difficult due to the proliferation of numerous works on
management ideas. Two recent works that have proven to be particularly influential
are Thomas Peters and Robert Waterman's In Search of Excellence and Michael

Hammer and James Champy's Re-engineerke the Cornoration. These works
presented a series of concrete plans managers could use to promote a high performing
and efficient organization. Although some civil s e m t s undoubtedly embraced some

of these ideas, these works were direcced at, and intended for, the private sector.
Fortunately, in 1993 David Osborne and Ted Gaebler pubfished the equally iduential
Reinventine Govenunent that neatly synthesized decades worth of management
theory into a neat package for the public sector." Much like In Search of Excellence,
Reinventine Government provided government change agents with a sensible
blueprint for successful public sector transformation. Thus, many public sector leaders

embraced Reinventin? Government, including the Premier of Manitoba, Mr. Gary

Filmon, who ordered his Cabinet colleagues to read it."
What were the effects of the acceptance of management theory? A first effect
was a re-evduation of what activities governmenu should be involved in. Peters and
Waterman argued that fvms should "stick to the knitting" and concentrate on the
activities they do well instead of pursuing activities in a wide variety of fields?'
Osborne and Gaebler echoed those concerns and opined that while government was
well positioned to fonnulate policy prescriptions, irs ability to operationah its
prescriptions was ineffective due to the inflexibility of bureaucracy and the vested

rights and privileges, such as job security provisions, of government employees.2' As a
result, rnany governments sought to reorganize themselves into what was originally
conceptualized as bifurcated, ainight cornpartmenu concentrating on either policy or
service delivery. This idea would supposedly dlow for top managers co concentrate
exclusively on policy matters without having to delve into tumultuous service delivery
issues, which would be organized by a separate staff. This separate staff would not
necessarily be limited to the public sector; service delivery would be allocated to the
organization capable of perfonning the task in the moa cost-effective way. As a result,
many governments have engaged in contraaing with private sector organizations or
have privatized some seMce delivery opentions. However, these options might not
be suitable for sensitive service funaions where continued political responsibility and
central administrative supervision of service delivery is deemed necessary. Also, there
are situations when continued government provision is the moa cost-effective option.

In such cases some governrnents have introduced government agency models to

establish a boundary between the policy b c t i o n and semice function.
Those who advocated the use of private sector management as a solution to
public seaor deficiencies dso argued that fundamental n ~ c t u r achange
l
was a
necessary precursor for the use of specific management 'tools" to help promote a more
g a
performance-oriented and user-friendly public senrice. In particulv the f o s t e ~ of
new "entrepreneurid culturen was considered to be of primary importance for public
sector managers.

Since the early 1980's, business organizations have sought to better understand
the role of an organization as a social system, including a shared organizatioaal culture
that motivated and guided the behaviour of the organization's members. This hidden

organizational 'social gluen serves as a powerfùl control mechanism to organization
members, as members of organizations anempt to abide by the tacitly undemood
protocols, procedures, and patterns of b e h a v i o ~ r .Furthermore,
~
this orguiizationd
belief system has the potential to exist in perpetuity, as the organkation's norms are
transmitted from existing organizational members to new arrivais.
Public managers expressed concern that organkational values and norms were
overly influenced by bureaucratic organization and its associated rules and procedures,
and feared that organization members were adhering to rules at the expense of
customers. As a result, managers sought to re-orient their organization's cultures away
frorn the bureaucratic mode1 and towards a customer focw. The "old" bureaucratic
culture and the "new" customerdriven cultures is summarized in the following table:

Table 3.1: Diffaences bctwccn "old" and 'ncw" civil service cultures

Old Culture

New Culture

Controlling

Empowering
Flexible

Rigid
Suspicious
Administrative
Secret
Power-Based
InpudProcess Oriented
Pre-Programmed and Repetitive
Risk-Averse
Mandatory
Cornmunicating Poorly
Centr-aLized
Uniform
Stifling Creativity
Reactive

Managerid
Open

Task-Based
R d t s Oriented
Capable of Purposeful Action
Willing to take Intelligent
Risks
Optional
Communicating Well
De-Centralized
Diverse
Innovative
Proactive

ource: Savoie (1994)p. 229.

Public sector managers, however, confronted a major dilemma when
considering how to implement a cultural change; namely, how to exorcise the
bureaucratic culture when the formai organization remairis inert. The d e s ,
procedures, and systems which permeate bureaucratic structures wiii only hinder the
emergence of the new customer-driven ~ u l t u r e .Therefore,
~
organizations interested in
cultural change must also be prepared t o accept stmaural change as a prerequisite for a
successful cultural transformation. Many public managers considered the agency
mode1 as an appropriate structure that would allow for experimentation with cultural
change while retaining govemment policy direction and o v e d control bved on a
more positive, les restrictive approach.

A third trend that

oui be

attributed to the acceptance of management theory is

the emergence of performance meastuement in govenunent departments. There is a
considerable degree of variation in what governmenu choose to measure. An
emerging trend is the production of societd indicaton that will d o w citizens t o
meanire the ovenll performance of their govemments with regard to broad social
issues.'* A second approach is to require individual departments to identify particular
Iinm of business (unidly bved on prognms) and then develop meanires o r indicarors
of performance for these activities. The Government of Manitoba has opted for the
latter version of performance measurement both as a government-wide initiative and
within its SOAs. From the Manitoba SOA perspective, performance measurement is
viewed as a way of reinforcing the SOA's customer focus by measuring customer
satisfaction and service quality. For SOAs, performance mevurement is also an
important component of intemal accountability, as the agency's performance results

will be reviewed by superiors as a means of determuüng the agency's performance and
p rogress in achieving policy-related goals.
Many legislaton and public managers view the implementation of managerial
imperatives as a way of strengrhening the cornpetence of the public service and
buttressing the established public service values. For example, the focus on customers
facilitates an examination of the needs and wants of government astomers, the quality
of people's interactions with government, and a pretise measure of a government unit's
outputs. Ir also dnws attention to the intemal clients within the public service, and
the fact that interna1 clients deserve senrice, rather than control by the service
pr~vider.~'Proponents of the customer focus argue that this phenornenon c o d d serve

to mmodernize the antiquateci bureaucratic values and elimînate some of the negative
dimensions associated with bureaucratic behaviour.
O t h e n are i n c h e d to paht a more cautionary picttue of the interface bemeen
managerid values and public service values. It has been assumeci that with the

increased irnplementation of managerial methods that public service vaiues will remain
natic and ubiquitous."

However, critics argue that before proceeding enthusiasticaIly

with management methods, a comprehensive examination of the impacts of
manageriahm upon the public service d m r e must be undertaken to ensure that
traditional values such as the mle of trusteeship of the public interest and democratic
accountability are not capriciously dixarded in the name of managerial efficiency.
Furthermore, the r

d of an awkwud interface between values could lead to

confusion for public servants. As the principles governing the relationships between

public servants, minisrers and Parliament continue to shift and concern for custorners
increases, a public servant could potentially become t o m between adhering to the
Westminster parliamentary tenets which reinforce the principle of ministerial
responsibility and the need to ensure that the customer is the focal point of
government a c t i ~ i t y . ~
Further cornpouding the diffculty in applying management techniques to the
public service is the tension between management theory and public choice theory.
Peter Aucoin has illustrated chat although public choice and management theory are
both highly critical of buraucracy their perceptions of the 'bureaucratic ideal" m e r .
While the goal of public choice is to better control bureaucracy through the
concentration of power in the han& of elected reprwnratives and exposure to the

cornpetitive marketplace, management theory advocates the liberation of public
servants from the shackles of bureaucratic control so that public servants can be freed

to satisfy customen. One theory maintains that public servants are the problem while
the other maintains they are the solution.*
Any such tensions, however, have not hindered the application of these
theoretical perspectives in the form of the agency model or similar variations. The
agency model was fïrst adopted in New Zealand and similar models have been used in
Great Britain and the Canadian federal government. Officiais in Manitoba would
confront similar issues involving accountability to Parlwnent that their colleagues in
the aforementioned countries confronted when their systems were initiated.

Comparative I dluences
A. Great Britain
Foliowing her election as Prime Minister of Great Britain, Margaret Thatcher
sought to immediately change the traditional bureaucracy that was, in her view,
operating ineffcienrly. Thatcher was highly suspicious of the actions of bureaucrats,

and was determined avoid having her politid prognmme impeded by the permanent
bureaucracy. As a follower of the ideas of William Niskanen, Mrs. Thatcher

encouraged her ministers to funiliarize themselves with his pubic choice ideadg
For ber bureaucratic r e s t m c t u ~ g
initiative, Thatcher sought assistance from

the private sector. She hired Lord Derek Rayner, president of a successful British
retailer, to head a fact-Gnding mission into waste and inefficiency in goveniment.
Another businessrnul, Sir Robin Ibbs, was retained to report on how the British civil

service could be properly restructureci.

Ibbs's repon, entitled 'Improving Management

in Government: The Next Steps", recommended the adoption of the agency model.
Thatcher recruited Sir Peter Kemp to operationalize the Next Steps report's ideu.

Lairially only eight agenaes were created within one year of the Next Steps report;
however, by 1997,72% of the British civil service had been reorganUed inro 124
Executive Agencies @As) .M

The gods of the EAs, ostensibly, were much the same as those of the Manitoba
govemment - to separate ~ o l i c ymanagement and operational management and receive
less expensive government and better customer service as a result. The Thatcher

government also lauded the ancillary benefit of increasing accountability to Parliament
and the public as well. Firstiy, accountability was supposedy strengthened due to the
increased customer responsiveness the civil service displayed towards its clients.
Secondly, with the roles and responsibilities of agency officiais clearly defined within

the framework documents, it w u reasoned that parliamentarians or the public could
examine the documents and determine for themselves which public servant was
acco~ntable.~'

In spire of these new developments in accountability, many critics consider the
Next Steps project to be detrimental to the concept of parliamentary accountability.
The Ibbs report, while emphasizing the importance of maintaining the relationships
between mùllsters and Parliament ongindly sought to abide by Westminster traditions
while inculcating managerid imperatives into the system of governance. While the
formal arrangements of accountability wouid remain unaffected, the mechanics would
change dramatically. When it is clear that a particular public servant is responsible

within the framework of operational issues, it would be better to ask a question of the
bureaucrat than the minister."

Yet this idea (and the overall content of the Ibbs

report) h u been dismissed by certain critics as being bereh of constitutional
philosophy, politid reality and administrative imperative.)' Even Peter Kemp, the
Executive Agency Project Manager, has noted that the maintenance of the existing
Westminster parliamentary protocols could have a negative effect o n the two other
elemenu in the delivery of public goods - value for rnoney and service." The
cumulative effea of the Next Steps report has been a re-definition of the traditional
version of Westminster parliamentary traditions to facilitate adaptation to the Next
Steps regime.
Executive Agency framework documents serve the same purpose as do their
Manitoba counterparts

- as a constitution goveming the activities of agencies.

Ministers are responsible for the composition of the framework document, for
eaablishing the strategic direction for the agency, and for producing a division of
responsibilities for the ministers, depmmenu, central agencies and Executive Agency
officials. Although the composition and wording of the framework documents differ,

the definition of responsibilities for agency officials are relatively uniform. For
example, the framework document for the Defence Evduation and Research Agency

(DERA) (which provides technical service to the British military) details that:
The (Minister or) Secretary of State is the responsible minister for the
(agency) and is accountable to Parliament for (agency) policy and
and financial framework
operations. H e (sic) determines the ~ o l i c y
within which the (agency) operates and sers objectives and targets for
it.S5
Ministers, therefore, while reraining responsibility for agencies before Parliament also

have the ability to determine resource levels for agencies by reviewing annual budgets
and financial documentation.

The responsibilities of the chid executives in Great Britain are also similar to
those in Manitoba:
The Chief Executive is personally accountable to the Secretary of State
for the efficient and efféctive management of the (agency), and for
achieving the aim, objectives and tvgets set for the (agency) in this
framework document and in the corporate and business plans, including
the financial target set in the Treasury Minute laid before Parliament."
Much like the Manitoba situation, the chief executive is viewed as a quasi-contractual
employee, however chef executives in Great Britain are appointed on a term basis

ody, with re-appointment contingent upon achievllig the dorementioned gods.
But the role of the chief executive is rendered more complex through the
responsibility for some parliamentary business, which in Manitoba remains the
responsibility of the minister. Again, according to the DERA framework document:
The Secretary of State will normally ask the Chief Executive to wnte to
MPs who raise parliamentary questions about matters delegated to the
agency. The Secretary of State wiil continue to deal in the usual way
with other parliamentary business; with enquiries about policy matters
not delegated to the agency; and where an MP spec&cally requests a
ministerial reply, seeking advice €romthe Chief Executive as necessary."
As in most cases, the responsibility for the administration of the agency has been

delegated frorn the parent department to the chief executive, which makes it the chef
executive's duty to respond in writing to an inquiring Member of Parliament.
Correspondence regarding parliamentary questions is published in the Official Report
for public scrutiny.

In addition to their responsibilities for responding to pirliamentary issues, most

framework documents also mandate agency chîef exemtives to appear before
parliamentary committees. As issues surrounding the operation of government are
discussed in greater detail before parliamentary committees, it w u reasoned that chief
executives could provide a more comprehensive review of administrative issues than
could minisrers and should therefore be permitted to provide testimony before
CO d

e e s .

This practice has Obvious consequences for the traditional parliamentary

a c c ~ u n t a b i l iregime.
t~
Most notably, this practice would further contribute to the

erosion of the principie of ~ u b l i service
c
anonymiry, as executives would be called to

report on the administrative performance of the agencies - although the British
government has emphasized that ministers will rem& accountable before committee
for the agency's overall performance. Critics also maintain that reporting to
committees could further blur the already precarious dividing line between policy and
administration. While a chief executive would continue to appear before cornmittees
as the representative of a minister, the resdting higher profile for chief executives

could lead to their identification with specific government policies.'8

It may be argued that the whittling away of the traditional mode1 is justifiable if
it is replaced or arengthened by mechanisms that facilitate accountability. In the case
of Next Steps, the supposed role for framework documents was to ciarify the roles and
responsibilities of agencies and their oficials and facilitate accountability to parliament
and the public through increased information. But this approach has been subjected to
criticism on a number of fronts. Many have questioned the intended audience for EA
reporting materials, vguing that material will be quite informative for interested
parties but would be less interesting for the public at luge.J9 As well, some have

questioned the ability of framework documents to cl*

the more confusing

relationships in government where a hi& level of overlap, interdependence and shared
power exists between severai depanments. Defenders of the Executive Agencies could
argue that key relationships are more trampivent than they were in the past when
everything was vsumed in theory t o fdl within the ambit of ministerial responsibility,
but ministers could dways avoid responsibility.
Those who are inclined to examine agency publications are not confronted with
a paucity of sources; it has been observed that Next Steps agencies produce an

embarrasment of informational k h e ~ . "What has been questioned is the quality of
information provided in the Next Steps publications and whether it is sufficient to
provide interested parties with enough information to accurately judge the
performance of agencies and assess the blameworthiness of agency officials. For
example, although agency fnmework documents go to great lengths to illustrate the
ideal roles and responsibilities of agency officials, one observer has noted the many
overlaps between ministerial activities, the activities of chef executives, and the
re~~onsibilities
of officials within parent departmenu, particularly with regard to
financial accounting.*' Should a questionable activity occur within one of these gray
areas, a citizen or parliamentarian would have difficulty pinpointing a specific

individual for praise or blame.

The designers of the Next Steps program also envisioned the use of
performance indicators not only as a form of internai accountability that allows

mininers to monitor the contractual performance of chef executives, but also extemal
accountability to aliow citizens to do the same.

This documentation, however, has

been criticized as the use of performance indicaton has not included a balanced set of
information detailing aiI aspects of the organkation's performance. In particular, a
aatement on the resources allocated by the rninister to achieve the desired policy
outcornes and a way of determining how efficiently these resources are applied by chief
executives is required for stakeholders to r e i v e a realistic interpretation of agency
performance? As it stands now, under the existing "quasicontractual" framework, a
minister asigns resources, manpower and hances to a chief executive in exchange for
delivering the resulu expected by the Minister. These desired results are clearly stated

in the agency documentation; however, under the existing performance assessrnent
system, it is acult

to specify precisel~who is to blame. Accordhg to the letter of

the contract, the chief executive is to blame for agency targets not being met. But
critics argue that the system ignores the minister's role as a collaborator in agency
activities. There is little capacity for outside stakeholders to gauge whether the
agency's targets are practical or achievable, or whether the minister has ailocated
enough resources or finances to achieve the desired goals. 43
Regrettably, the abrogation of responsibilicy for EA actions has occurred with
disturbing regularity and has led to widespread criticism of the Next Steps programme.
Some ministers have accused top civil servants of misleading MPs, providing alibis for
ministers, and attempting to camouflage wrongdoligs behind layers of secrecy.* On
the other hand, ministers have been accused of falsely scapegoating agency heads by
d i s M i n g them for embamssing actions that could have been prevented if ministers
had fulfded their responsibility for clvifying agency policy."

Without the capacity to

properly assess the activities of Next Steps EA officials, it appears that the British

govenunent's amendmenu to puliamentvy traditions may result in a democratic loss
rather than the promised enhancement of accountability.

B. New zealand
While the reasons behind New Zealand's drastic public sector reform program
differ little from Great Britain's or Manitoba's, the unique context of N e w Zealand's
former Rate organization has been used to jus*

its unique restraint program. Not

unlike moa countries, New Zedand was forced to confront increasing expendirures on
government prognms and excessive levels of taxation. Unlike other countries,
however, an unusually high portion of the New Zealand economy was controlled or
closely regulated by the government. Prior ro the reforms, New Zealand's government

was recognized as the mon interventionkt govemment among OECD nations." The

high Ievel of government spending and state intervention precipitated a 20%
devaluation in New Zealand currency. In 1984, a newly elected Labour Party
government wu confronted with these dilemmas. As it searched for possible
solutions, the Labour cabinet w u particularly influenced by briefing papers prepared

by its Treanvy officials who were, in nun,greatly influenced by American-bued
public choice econornisu." While the Great B h i n public sector reforms have been
characterized as a healthy dose of rnanageriaiism coupled with a mild public choice
influence,the New ZeaImd refonns are best described as the pure application of
publicchoice theory to government reform?
References to New Zealand's government reform program unially focus on
three statutes enacted by the New Zealuid government betareen 1986-89, the State

Owned Enterprises Act, the State Seaor Act and the Public Finance Act. The State

Owned Enterprises Act wu proclaimed in 1986 and closely resembles the government
agency model. The goal of the Act was to separate commercial from noncommercial
activities, and to operate the commercial activities on a self-ninaining buis.
Commercial activities were organized into State Owned Enterprises (SOEs)which
operated at am's length from government. Accountability wu securecl through
performance agreements and tugets, annual reports and performance measurement
regimes negotiated by ministers and officiah heading the SOEs, &hou& ultimately
SOEs report to a board of directors appointed by the mi~isrer?~
Such documentation

is made public on a yearly basis and is avdable for scrutiny before the New Zealand
House of Representatives and cornmittees of the House.

The State Owned Enterprises initiative differs from comparable British and
Manitoba erperiments in two major respects. Firstly, it appears that the New Zdand
government was more intent on exposing its commercial ventures to market
cornpetition. New Zealand enacted a policy of "competitive neutrality" towards its
SOEs; competitive disadvantages that could impede adoption to the competitive
marketplace were removed, as were p rotective mechanisms that could shield SOEs

from private sector ~ o m ~ e t i t i o SOL
n . ~ were thus left to fend for themselves in the
marketplace without regulatory encumbrances. Secondly, the New Zealand
government also demonstrated a willingness to privatize its SOEs once they have made
a successful transition to the competitive market.51 Although this was not the declared
intention of the New Zealand government when the State Owned Enterprises Act w u
first enacted, New Zealand's high foreign debt necessitated the sale of nate a~sets.'~
But the Goverrunent of New Zealand wu not satisfied solely with the exposure

of its commercial functions to cornpetition and it sought to promote the same type of
atmosphere for its governmental functions. Rather than enact major stnictural reform,
it proceeded with institutional innovations designed to promote market-orïented
behaviour. Two statutes reflect this direction, the State Sector Act and the Public
Finance Act. The State Sector Act was enacted o n 1 Aprii 1986 and r d t e d in the
nuIlification of New Zealand's career public senrice. Pnor to the legislation, the New

Zealand public senrice opented with a form of tenure; employees codd conceivably
enjoy a 40-year career within the government if they so desired Advancement to the
upper echelons of govemment management wu not predicated on skills or ability, but
length of service. The State Sector Act abolished nich pnctices and iastalled chief
executives, hired on the basis of merit, with a proven ability to manage as heads of
departments. Chief executives would be granted considerable latitude with regard to
staffing; the only apparent constraints were clauses in the State Sector Act which

mandated that successful position applicants be chosen on the basis of merit and that

chief executïves "operate a personnel policy that complies with the principle of being a
good employerm?
The Public Finance Act, enacted 26 July 1989, reinforced the market
orientation through a redesigned hancial system. The line item system formerly
used by New Zealand wu replaced with an appropriations system based on ourputs.

The new systerns r d t e d in a forced reorientation of Minisrers' and civil sentants'
approaches to budgeting; no longer would inputs (the operating expenses woaated
with program operation) be the focal point of budget docation, the system would
concentrate on the department's outputs (the level and quality of goods and services

produced by de part men^).^ But the Public Finance Act represented more than a new
outlook towarb budgeting; it ais0 represented a new bvis for internal and extemal
monitoring of departmental performance. From a departmental perspective, the focus
on outputs provided mininers with new information about their department's services

and allowed rninisters to make informed tndeoffs berween cornpeting priorities?
Theoretically, the model also d o w s rninisters the luxury of choosing between
competing departments, and to purchase outputs from the department that c m supply

the outputs in the most efficient and cos-effective fuhion.
As a result of the Public Finance Act, ministers are granted a more prominent

role in the direction of the ministry. The Am i s a clear manifestation of public choice
as it attempts to remedy the pwiveness of ministers and prevent bureaucratie capture.

As such, the role of the New Zealand minister is significmt; responsible ministers
participate in the selection of departmental chief executives, develop strategic objectives

and policy, negotiate annual performance agreements, ailocate funds for the purchase
of ourputs and take responsibility for the end results (o~tcornes).~~
T o accommodate
the Minster's expanded role, the departments are responsible for rhe production of a
vast strearn of reports, financial statements and orher documentation as prescribed by

the Act. SpecificalIy, the performance and output purchase agreements negotiated
between the departmental chief executives and m;nisters, monthly reports on fnancid
operations, quarterly progress reports on purchase agreements, twice-yearly chef
eirecutive performance reports and yculy departmental forecasu and annual reports
mpposedy d o w ministers to appropriately monitor departmental performance."
Most reviews of the New tealand public sector restructuring model have been

overwhelmingly positive. Invariably, reviewers insist that the New Zeaiand reforms
have nrengthened accountability while maintaining the traditional forms of mini~fe&ï
responsibility. Ministers, it is argued, will be accountable to Parliament for the
policies they adopt to achieve outcomes and for the outputs they decide are worthy of

hinding. In addition, ministers will supposeàiy benefit from an increase in
documentation, which details departmentai aaivities and clarifies the amount of
resources required." But the New Zealand reforms have also sought to deal with the
administrative intricacies, which are beyond the scope of minisrexid surveiuance. In
New Zealand, chief executives have the responsibility to answer before parliamentary
cornmittees for the administrative operations of the agency, although they need not
respond to administrative related questions in the Legirlanire; this remains the
responsibility of the miaister. While New Zealand retains the principle of ministerial
responsibility, it has opted to sacrifice the princi~leof public service anonymiry.
Others, however, have more cautionvy tdes to teil. A foremost concern
involves the invisible line between poLicy and administration, and determining where
one sphere begins and ends. It will be recalled that similar concerns were echoed in
Great Bntain and it is apparent that New Zedand's model has not been able to provide
any additional clarification.

This blurring of the lines of acc~untabilit~
has been made al1 the more
pronounced due to ministers' aversion to upholding the pure model. The New
Z d a n d mode1 was intended as a vehicle to ensure both bureaucratic and miaisterial
accountability. Critics argue that the preponderance of attention has focused on the
public service while failing to account for enhanced m i n i s t e d roles in the policy

process. In particular, critics identify the need for ministen to account for the outpuu
they purchase £rom depuunents and illusrrate the contribution these outputs are
making to outcornes. Cntics argue that this is noc being done, and decry the absence

of an agency to secure ministerial accountability and ministen' recalcitrance in creating
such an agency?' Ministers' refusal to MiIl their end of the bargain lads to
speculation that rninisters are simply interested in deflecting blame to the Uvil service.

Similar criticisms have been levelIed agaiast chief executives, and a+

an

incentive system that promotes a short-term horizon over the long-tern interests of
agencies. As reappointment for chief executives is contingent upon short-term
performance, they have a powemil incentive to mvrimize the accomplishments of

their departments. Critics maintain that this focus on such immediate goals could
impair the broad o v e d interests of government.
The ovenvhelming focus on the single-line accountability relationship between

the Minister and departmental chief executives has also proven to be problematic.
Cntics have accused this emphasis of clouding over the more complex vertical
relationships that exist within the New Zealand public sector, and placing ao
inordinate burden on chief executives. Under these circumstances, perhaps it is only
reasonable that chief executives adopt a more parochial relationship wirh minisrers,
pursuing the objectives that c m be measured but neglecting the overdl well-being of

the department.'

Similarly, minisrers are ill-positioned to asnime responsibility for

the full range of departmental activity as the artificial distinction between 'inputs",
"outputs" and "outcornes" have caused ministen to focus on pecunivy issues? One

critic maintains that the department's fmancial condition does not exclusiveiy reflea

the 'ownenhip" interem of the sate, and that an owner might &O choose to assess a
department's value based on its employee ski11 base, employee morale, expected funire
outputs or other non-monetary factors.'

Unlike the Next Steps reforms, the New Zealand reforms cannot be accused of
providing inadequate documentation that could impede the determination of
performance. However, there is concern that ministers are confused by the
complexity of the data and overwhehed by the voIume of data provided Ministers
have advocated the creation of management boards or "purchase advisers" to assist
t hem

in managing the data, others have retained consultants to provide them with

advice. The New Zealand experiment has reinforced the belief chat left to their own
devices, ministers are poor policy makers in spite of their control over appropriated

fun& and contracting powers. Inevitably, ministers remain dependent on their
departmental staff for policy guidance." Furthermore, ministers have not
demonarated the willingness to involve thernselves in the intricacies of securing
accountability, such as before parliamentary cornmittees where ministers clarify the
accountability relationsliips before their peers. Ministen prefer the visible and glorious

forums within the Houe of Representatives where politial points are s ~ o r e d . ~

Canada followed its Commonwealth colleagues with the introduction of its

own version of the agency rnodel, the SpeQal Operating Agency. Much like their
ideologid sou1 mates in the United Kingdom, the Progressive Conservative
government of Brian Mulroney harboured great antipathy towards the civil service

(Mulroney had threatened to award government bureaumts with "pi& slips and

running shoes" upon uniming office), and a fondness for market mechanisms as a
remedy for societal ills. N a d y , the Mulroney govemment observed the Next Steps
project with considerable interest and dispatched some of its senior civil servants
overseas to observe the process fùJr h d " The Canadian SOA initiative was one
component of the government's Public Service 2000 reform program which sought ro
screarnline and simplify bureaucratic rules, e b ï n a t e levels of management and reform
govemment statutes to allow the public service more flexibili~yand adaptability to the
new managerial reality.

One individual, formerly Secretvy to the Treasury Board of Canada, has
summarized the purpose of the agency mode1 as follows:

SOAs are intended to be s e ~ c delivery
e
units that have been granted increased
management flexibility in r e w n for agreed-upon levels of performance. They
remain part of the department, accountable to the Deputy Minister. However,
unlike most other units, SOAs operate under a business plan and management
framework covering the results and service levels expected; the relief €rom
financial, personnel and administrative rules to be applied; and the resources
available to do the job.'

Although this definition suggests a hi& degree of similvity between the Canadian and
British initiatives, to this point their experiences have been markedly different.
Observers such as Peter Aucoin, when comparing the Canadian variant to its British

counterpart, posit rhat the Canadian model is lw than a "full-fledged" version of the

agency model and have been critical of the Govemment of Canada for its "halfheartedn attempt at bureaucratic reforrn."

The most obvious reason for this criticism is the differing scope of the
Canadian and British agency efforts. While Britain aggressively pursued the

establishment of Executive Agencies, Canada treated irs SOAs u an experiment and
was determined to proceed cautiously with itc venture. Following the Govemment of

Canada's announcement of the establishment of SOAs in December 1989, five new
agencies were immediately designated. These agencies were regardeci as the safest
candidates to participate in the experiment as ail had clear mandater and were revenue
dependent. Another nine agencies were created in February 1991; these candidates
were more adventurous as they were less business-oriented and had a greater extemal
client focud8 The Canadian SOA effort appears to have met its apex at this point; the
govenunent has since re-introduced two of its agencies back into their parent
departmenu and has sought to pursue government reform through different avenues
such as not-for-profit public sector corporations."

Another reason for this crïticism is the reporting structure for SOAs. As the
above definition indicates, SOAs report directly to deputy ministers - a significant
depamire from the British and New Zealand models where there is no intermediary
between mhisters and chief executives. Canadian framework documents describe the
duries of ministem and deputy ministers as follows:

The minister is formally accountable to Parliament for all activities of
the (agency).
The deputy minister is accountable to the mùiiner for the effective
governuice of the department, induding the (agency)."
Aucoin h a suggested that the incorporation of the deputy minister into the
accountability framework results in Special Openting Agencies losing their "special"
attributes; the on-going presence of the deputy minister has resulted in the failure to

clearly demarcate the agency from the parent department and has weakened the 'quasicontract" between the department and the agency. The end result is Little diflerence
between the operation of SOAs from comparable deputmental branch orga~izations.~~
Deputy miniaers are forced to stnddle a fine h e between d o w i n g SOAs to operate
in a more entrepreneurid mamer and upholding departmental operating procedures.
Over tirne, traditional patterns of command and control have re-asserted themselves,

especially when new agency heads of deputy ministers have been retained and
relationships of trust have not been ~ a b l i s h e d .Furthemore,
~
deputy ministers have
been under pressure to avoid problems nich as bdkanization, the erosion of the
capacity of departmenu to effect direction upon semi-autonomous units." Given the
breadth of the deputy minister's responsibilities, it shodd corne as no surprise that
many deputy min;sters consider themselves the &@O

managers of SOAS,dthough

frarnework documents cleady assign that responribility to agency heads. "
One final difference that magnifies of the Govenunent of Canada's policy of
caution towards iu SOAs involves the delegation of responsibilities. Framework
documents indude a listing of requested authorities and flexibilities, encompassing a
variety of fuiancial and human resource freedoms. The key distinction is the way in

which these resonsibilities have been delegated. In Canada, delegations are dependent
on the SOA's ability to justify the necessity of the delegation

- ministry officiais and

Treasury Board members would judge each case on its rnerit~.'~This is in direct

contrast ro the British experieace where it w u wumed that agency heads would
operate with complete autonomy, and the onus was on departmenu to prove that
s~ecificre~~onsibilicies
were besr maintained within the department.

Over the years, the govemment of Canada has sought to uphold the principies

of ministerial responsibility and public service anonymity to the letter, and this
practice has not changed with the advent of SOAs. Ministers remain accountable
before Parliament and the public for both policy and administrative questions directed
at their depanmena. N a d y , this position has forced the Government of Canada to

confront the tensions that will inevitably vise as a r d t of additional freedoms

granred to SSOAs. A task force, headed by the Office of the Auditor Genenl of
Canada reviewing the SOA project concluded that the hard doctrine would likely
require amendment in the inter-

of better securing accountability from ministers

and agency staff?
Accountability is reinforced through increased reporting. Canadian SOAs
report to the public through part IIi of the Estimates, the same process utilized by
other units of govemment. SOAs with revolving hnds are also required t o report
through the Public Accounts. SOAs must also provide an annual report for the deputy
minister which contains annual financial statements and information relating to
performance indicators. Some SOAs have made their annual reports publicly
available, aithough this hu been done for marketing rather than accountability
purposes." A confdential business plan is also produced on an annual basis and
specifies the revenue targeu and operating objectives to be met by the agency head and

the resources to be provided by the department.
The Canadian SOA project has made extensive use of performance
measurement. Although some observers expressed concern that the high c o a and
degree of effort required to properly impiement performance meanirement, combined

with the ubottom-linenfocus of agencies would lead to substandard levels and quality
of data," such fears appear to be groundless. There appears to be no shortage of

performan~e-relateddata produced by SOAs. There are, however, problems in
applying this data. Critics contend that the SOA data has not been weU organized, and

has not been moulded in a way that it can be relevent to a wide variety of users. For
example, while agencies produce data to measure variables such as customer
satisfaction, employee attitudes, and the achievement of public purpose, such data has
not been organized into a user-fiiendly fnmework."

Summing Up: Key Issues for Consideration
As has been evidenced by the previous discussion, the Government of
Manitoba's Special Operating Agency model is a curious vnalgam that incorporates
selected aspects of agency models used in Great Britain, New Z d a n d and Canada.
However, as has been seen, other jurisdictions have had considerable diffïculty in
securing accountabiliy in spite of their daims that the adoption of the agency model
has increased accountability. As Manitoba, supposedly, would be able to beneft from

the experience of other governments, this section will outline Manitoba's response to
the problems encountered elsewhere. In particular, this section will concentrate on
three themes central to agency accountability:

Clear defmable roles and responsibilities that would aliow
parliamemarians and c i t k n s to precisely determine accountability.
Valuable information generated that allows ministers or their
designates to nifficiently monitor the operations of agencies.
Effective reporting of SOA administrative activities to Parliament.

A. Roles and Respol~~~~biIities
The creation of ckar definitions of the roles and responsibilities of cabinet
rninisters and agency officiais is central to the determination of transparent and explicit
contracnial relations, a staple of the govemment agency model. But as the previous
discussion indiates, it has dso been arguably the most difficult aspect of the model to
implement. This is largely due to the inability of governments to provide a thorough
definition of the roles of the agency's key participants. Ekperience in other countries
indicates that the end result is often confusion as participants search about blindly for
their respective respomibilities without much central coordination; overlap and
perceived intrusions in the business of others are frequent problems. Admittedy, the
chore of defining such responsibilities would be a monumental task, as responsibilities
would likely require periodic re-definitionas agencies adjust to a changing
environment.
Another question relates to the number of roles defmed. Given the agency
model's reliance on economic theory as a theroetical base, it is not surprishg that the
model has focused on one key relationship - the relationship betwen principal (cabinet
minister) and agent (agency chief executive). But as the experience in Great Britain and
New Zealand illustrates, the simplicity of the principal-agent relationsip is not easily
transferred to govemment as roles for the numerous horizontal relationships agencies
musr entertain have not been defined. Attempts to incorporate more relationships into
the agency fnmework have also been fraught with diffidty, as evidenced by the
Government of Canada's inclusion of deputy ministers into the reporting schedule.

The incorporation of multiple relationships supposedy results in a watereddown

hybrid of the principai-agent contract, and the uniqueness of the agency model has
been mitigated as a r d t .

The agency model, and its attempt to delineate two hemetically sealed spheres
of infiuence - policy and administration - operates under the asumption that externd
stakeholders will be respecthl of such a distinction and will conduct inquiry in
accordance with this division. With regard to parliamentariam, one m u t question the
ut&ty of this belief, especially whec one considers the nature of Canadian

parliamentary proceedings. In the Canadian House of Commons, with its focus o n
extreme partisanship and animosity between competing parties, there is no distinction
between policy and administration as opposition critics would be eager to expose
~
such conditions, is such a
government misdeeds occuring in either d ~ r n a i n .Under
framework plausible, especially since ministen under such nucous conditions may be
inclined to breech the established agreements and intrude h o administrative territory?
The Manitoba SOA project bas dso chosen to clarify responsibility and
reporting relationships through the use of framework documents, and has incorporated

the deputy minister into the agency b e w o r k . Manitoba's deGnitions of the roles of
agency key participants are as vacuous as those of their agency counterparts, leaving
one to question the role of agency framework documents as a useful accountability

device. It also causes one to wonder if framework documents aren't precise
determinanu of roles and responsibilities, then what are the roles and responsibilities
and how are they de£ined?

B. Qztality of lnfoonnation
The provision of information is also a crucial component as the dissemination

of perfonnuice-related information ailows ministries to monifor the performance of
the agency and provides transparency for extemal stakeholders i n t e r d in the
functioning of agencies. All agency models reviewd in the previous section fnhire
formalized reponing regimens; specific reponing procedures are detailed in agency
fnmework agreements. Frequent financial reporting and performance measurement
appear to be the preferred mehcanisms to secure accountability and control, althou&
there are variations in the way these mechamanisms
have been applied.

There is Little question that the agency mode1 has promoted increased reporting
between agencies and mininries, but has this data resuIted in increased accountability?

At the outset, it appears chat ministries have been victimized by problems
symptomatic to the use of performance measurement - such as determinhg what
specific factors are to be measured and devising schemes t o ensure that valid data is
produced. It aiso appears that miniaries have failed to manage the data that has been
generated; ministries have been inundated with reams of indeciphenble data and have
demonstrated an inability to accuntely interpret the results and share rsults with
deparcments. Critics have aiso admonished ministries for the vagueness of information
presented to the public and for the reluctance of ministries to implement mevures that
integrate the role of ministers in agency output. As Manitoba h;rs implemented a
similar information program, one mus question how it has resolved such issues and if
its initiative has served as a valuable resource for minisrers and agencies.
C. Reporting to Parkment

While the increase in reporting of agency activities to the legislanire and public
provides additional information to interested parties, the need still exists to provide

answen to questions pertaining to the &y-today operations of the agency. Therefore

it rernains important, in spite of their autonomous satus, that agencies remah
accountable through the legislanue.
Accountability has normaiiy been s e m d through Westminster parliamentary
traditions although some governments have found upholding these traditions and the
autonomous operation of agencies to be problematic. As a r a i t , some governments
have required civil servants ro uiswer to Parliament or before parliamentary
cornmittees. While this d o w s civil sewants t o account for their actions, it violates
two Westminsrerial traditions

- civil service anonymity md the minster acting as

spokesperson before Parliament. While the goal of this study is not to critique
government's decision to abandon parliamentary traditions, it will be interested in
how governments have ennired reporting to Parliament.

CHAPTER 4

EXTERNAL ACCOUNTABILITY OF SOAs
Under the traditional theory of parliamentary accountability, accountability to
the public is a relatively svaightforward concept. Ministen are responsible for both
formulating and ensuring the implementation of p d l i c policy within their
departments. If citizens have reason to be dissatisfied with the activities of miniaers or
cabinet, it is their option to vote for other more capable ministers to take their place at
election time. It is reasonable to assume that moa c i t h n s would agree with this
description of their role within the accountability process.
Admittedly, this view of the accountability process is highly simplistic. One of
the many arguments used to discount this view is that citizens have not demonstrated

the ability or the motivation to provide the amount of oversight required to ensure
government accountability. Fortunately, citizens have some willing acolytes prepared
to fil1 this void in the form of rnembers of the opposition. One of the m o a crucial
roles of opposition legislators is to vigilantly scrutinize the operations of government.

It is hoped that by presenting valid criticisms of government activity combined with
their own remedies for government ineffectiveness that opposition parties may appear
as a credible "govemxneni-in-waitingn and an alternative to the nirrent govenunent.

Therefore it is clear that legislatures have a crucial role to play in government's
accountability ro its citizens, as it is before the legislanxre where the government
establishes its policies and programs and defends them before the opposition.

The goal of this chapter is to examine how the arrivai of the SOA, complete
with its unique accountabiliq regins, has dected the Government of Manitoba's

relationship with the Manitoba Legislative Assembly. Speci£ically, this chapter is
interested in determining if the SOA accountabilicy regime has nicceeded in
arenghening governrnent's accountability to its citizens as its many boosten said it
would, or if the new regime has resulted in a reduction in reporthg to the legislature.
The chapter will first examine the tools available to opposition legislators and
members of the public as they work rowards securing the accountability of rninisters
through processes i n i t i a d through the Legislative Assembly. The chapter will pay

particular attention to annual reports, as they are viewed as the key accountability
vehicle for SOAs,and their primary meam of communicating their activiries to the
public. The chapter will then examine the treatment of SOAs before the legislanire by
penising Hansard, the record of proceedings of the Manitoba Legislative Assembly. Of
particular interest will be the dialogue between ministers and members of the
opposition during Question Period and before Cornmittee of Supply. It is anticipated
chat such a review will provide an indication of how information is used by legislators
to demand answers from xninisters.

Reporting Procedures for Special Operating Agencies

This section will review the SOA reporting mechanisms and contrast them to
equivalent reporting done by departmenrî. As has already been mentioned, ministers
have been confronted with a barrage of information on SOAs and how they are

perfonning. Ministen are entitled to review and comment on the formulation of
annual reports and agency business plans. They are &O provided with quarterly
reports to satisfy their need for updates on the progress on SOAs toward its

performance go&. For opposition members, however, the level of information is
substantidy lower. The section will focus on the agency annual reports, viewed as the

key accountability piece produced by SOAs in order to keep the outside apprised of
agency aaivities. A cornparison of SOA annual reports and equivalent reports

supplied by departments, it is anticipated, will clarify the resources avdable to
legislaton and the general public as they work towards securing accountability from
SOAs. The section will also e d u a t e other sources of information provided to
legislators to assist in their oversight of agencies.
The Department of Finance, the department responsible for outlining the
proposed content of departmental reporting, provides guidelines for mandatory
reporting requirements for departmental anaual repom. The guidelines have tended
to focus on the mandatory requirement that all departmenrs produce annual reports,

and that reports be tabled in the Legislative Assembly in a timely fashion. The

Financial Administration Act, the Manitoba statute that provides the guidelines for the
disbursement and accounting of govemment finances, has been equdy vague with
regard to the content of m u a l reports. As a result, the content and format of

departmentai annual repom have varied considerably.
Departmenta annual reports can be most accurately described as a synopsis of
evenu and activities taking place within the department for a given fiscal year. Annud

reports also provide interested readers with a summary of capital spending undertaken

by departmenu. Departments that provide seNices to citizens may present data that
provides interested parties with information such as the number of clients served by
the departmental branch, or the number of units of output produced. It should also be

noted that most departmentai annual reports do not provide any type of performance
measurement data.

SOA annual reports also summarize agency activities, but do so in a more
comprehensive marner by providing more detailed information on the performance of
agencies. However, as the experience of other countries that make use of the agency
model indicares, it is not simply the amount of information that contributes to
sem-ing accountabzlity. Information is vduable if it is understandable and allows

stakeholders to easily understand how agencies are performing in relation to their
goals, budgets and expectations. In Manitoba, SOAs have been encouraged to adopt a
12-sep reporting model developed by the Canadian Comprehensive Auditing
Foundation (CCAF'). This model is summuized in the following table:
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Table 4.1: CCAF Twelve Attributes of Effectiveness
Management D

~the ment
~ to which
: objectives of an organization,

its component programs or items of business, and its employees are cleu,
weU-integrated, and appropriately reflected in the organization's plans,
structure, delegations of authority and decision-making processes.
Relévance: the actent to which a program or line of business continues to
mate sense in regard to the problems or conditions to which it is ïntended
to respond.
Appropriatenessr the extent to which the design of a program or its major
components, and the level of effort being made, are logical in light of the
specific objectives ro be achievedAcbimement ofurrended Re5uIts: the extent to which goals and objectives
have been realized.
Accepfance: the exrent to which the conslltuencies or customen for whom
a program or line of business is desïgned judge it to be satisfactory.
Seconhry Impacts: the extent to which other significant consequences,
either intended or unintended, have occurred.
Costs and Productivity: the relatiooship among costs, inputs and outputs.
Responsiwess: an organization's ability to adapt to change in such factors
as markets, cornpetition, available h d i n g or technology.
FinanMC Benefi: the matching of, and accountïng for, revenues and costs
and the accounring for and valuation of mets, liabilities and equity.
Working Environrnenr: the extent to which an organization provides an
appropnate work atmosphere for its employees.
Protection ofAsse#: the extent to which important assets - nich as sources
of supply, vaiuable property, key personnel, agreements and important
records or information - are danger of Iosses that could threaten its
successes, credibility, conünuity and, perhaps, its very existence.
Monitoring and rtporting: the extent to which key matters pertabhg to
performance and orgaLUlzation strength and are iden*ed, reported and
carefullv monitored.'

SOAs have gone to considerable lengrhs to comply with several components of

the CCAF's Twelve Amibutes of Effectiveness. Agencies have provided outlines of
their prospective marketplaces and customer bases in order to contend with the
responsiveness anribute. Annual reports have also reviewed factors that have affected
their assets and have outlined strategïes implemented by the agencies to protect and
nurture their assets. As agencies musr also account for the depreciation of assets, such

reporting is not only enlightening for the public, but a necessary element to e m e
satisfactory frnancial results.
An oveMew of SOA annual reports incikates that agencies have made extensive

use of performance measurement, although the measures m e r greatly from agency to
agency.

This is understandable as agencies puMe many different roles and mandates

making a standardized performance mevurement scheme inadequate. One area that
most legislators have taken a great interest in has been the efficiency of govemment

and the

expenditure of tax dollars. It is therefore important to contras

financial reporting between departmenu and SOAs. A cornmon practice for
departments has been to present financial figures and their comparable financial targets

that were established at the beginning of the fiscal year. SOAs, however, have
provided data from previous years' operations to provide a cornparison to assess
financial performance.

Most SOAs have also compiled performance indicators to provide an appraisal
of how the agency is serving its customers. Again the pursuit of such indicators is an
atternpt to satisfy CCAF critena. Customer-related data in departmental annual
reports unially consists of the number of Ntomers senred by the branch compared
with similar data from previous years. Interested parties are likely to infer from such
r d u that an increase in the number of customers served may be a resulr of enhanced

senrice. For some SOAs, the performance meanires are quite sophisticated. The
Matends Distribution Agency, for example, has set standards for order processing and
has measured and reponed the agency's progress towards meeting or exceeding this

standard. Similarly, the Mail Management Agency has compiled projeaed figures for

employee productivity per working hour. A review of SOA performance measures
indicates, however, that indifaton focussing on customer-related issues have been
applied differently by separate agencies and that some agencies use less rigorous
measures than others.

The instrument of choice for determining SOA customer satisGcrion appears to

be the customer nwey. Mmy agencies have initiated customer surveys and have
reported on the number of retunis that have complimented organïzations for their
excellent service. While such results provide an indication of agency progress towards
customer satisfaction, there has been Little discussion as to why the resdts have been
achieved, and what factors have resulted in such excellent feedback from customers.

The Companies Office, for example, has reported that 80% of its clients have awarded
the agency a service rating of "good" or "excellent" but the reasons why were not
expanded upon, and the reader Lias been Iefi to speculate on the reasons for such
positive commenu.'

The Companies Office subsequently pledged to improve on its

80% figure by reducing the office noise level, removing clutter from office desks, and
providiq funaional signage; however, the reasons for reinforcing these variables were
not made clear.

Similar problems regardhg lack of specificity have been evidenced in other
SOA performance indicators. Many agencies have sought to address issues of
employee satisfaction in their performance regimes. Most SOAs have featured
towards boosting collective
employee outings or social activities as their c~ntx-ib~tiom

employee morale. They will report with great enthusiasm that the agency has Uiitiated
a number of social activities, and will build such activicia into a performance

indicator. Yet no justification has been provided to indicate why the number of
employee outings is considered a relevant meuure, and no data has been provided to
indicate that employee morale has improved and this in mm has improved
productivity. The employee satisfaction performance measure is but one example
where the objectives have not been clearly specified, easily meaninble o r reniltsoriented. Stakeholders, as a result of these deficiencies, could be forced to rely on their
personal judgement in order to determine if objectives have been accomplished.

A final comment with regard to performance meanires presented in SOA
annual reports involves other information that would contribute to the determination

of agency efficiency, yet has not been provided for the edification of external inter-.
While SOAs have reported freely on the outputs of agencies, nich as the number of
customers senred or the number of units sold, rhere has been little discussion on the
resources used by the agency to achieve those r d t s .

The relationship between inputs,

costs and outputs are a criricd criteria proposed by the

CCAF, yet very few SOAs

have presented such information.

But the inability of SOAs to properly illustrate the relationship between inputs,
costs and outputs could potentially hinder the interpretation of performance results.

The majority of SOA performance indiators have focussed on m o types of
information: productivity measured by volume of output and financial information,

and quality of s e ~ c which
e
is determined with the assistance of customer surveys.
These rwo dimensions of performance, however, could potentially c o d i c t with each
orher as agency heab attempt to achieve the ben possible resuits. Grearer efficiency in

the form of improved bottom-line performance could be enhanced at the expense of

quality s e ~ c provision.
e
The opposite could be equdy true. The SOA performance
indicators would not be able to detect if an agency head was sacrificing one element of
performance to enhance uiother. It musr be noted that the difficulties encountered
with the use of performance indicators in Manitoba have not been unique to the
province; few jurisdictions have been able to create measures that have been able to
paint a comprehensive picture of performance while accounting for resources used to
achieve the results.

A second key piece of accountability information provided to external interests
is information provided in advance of Cornmittee of Supply. It has been tradition in
Manitoba for departmenu to provide supplementary estimates to legislators and other
interested parties to better detail departmental spending projections. SOAs, however,
are not given the same treatment as other departmental branches. h t e a d , the SOA
business plan is outlined to provide members with a cclarer idea of SOA direction and
initiatives. This outline, however, does not include important information such as
contracts entered into by the agency o r other types of financial arrangements
negotiated by SOAs. It is reasoned that such matters must remain confidenrial in order

to protect the commercial interem of the SOA.
While considerable detail is missing from the supplementary estimates, it does
provide valuable data to give stakeholders considerable information on the direction of
the agency. The supplementary esrimates surnmarize the objectives of the agency and
the criticai success factors idemiGed by the agency. The estimates offer a preview of
program thrusts and the direction the agency is considering purniing. An income
statement is also provided, indicating the agenfy" projected revenue and expenses In

short, information provided in the supplementary Mimates is sLnilar to the
information made a d a b l e during annual reports.
Legislators have made s e v e d commenu on the efficacy of the supplementary
estimates as an information source. During the Standing Committee on Public
Accounts, one opposition legislator claimed that the existing treatment of SOAs during
Estimates has r d t e d in "the disappearance in effect from Esrimates of SOA's plans

and the difficulty to have the complete entiry seen through the process of Estimates"?
Cornmenu have also been made regarding the hancial data provided by agencies.
Legislators have complained that the net, but only the net, revenue figures have been
publicized by SOAs,whereas departments would produce full budgets for legislative
scrutiny. As it stands now, legislators have no way to determine if the SOA is actually
producing a zero net c o s or even a net revenue flow to government. Opposition
members have argued that they are not in a position to effectively debate SOA
operations without those figures being provided.'
For its part, the Provincial Auditor has also advocated an increase in the flow of
information from SOAs to external stakeholders. In particular, the Provincial Auditor

has supported the introduction of summary budgets that would incorporate ail
departmental budgets (iicluding SOA budgets) into one document to be advanced for
legislarive scrutiny. Surnmary budgets w o d d d o w extemai stakeholders to view the
entire effect of the operations of the government-reporting entity.'

Treatment of SOAs during Question Period

If a god of the SOA reporting process was to provide additional information t o

elected members to allow them greater oppomtnities to offer criticism of SOA
operations, then a preliminary review of the proceedings of Question Penod indiates
that the new sources of information have had little effect in generating increased
debate. In total, SOAs have been the fofus of minimal inquiry before Question
Period. Since 1992, SOAs have been the focus of a question in Question Period on

only five occasions. This lack of interest, however, may be amibuted to the rather
tame mandates pumed by SOAs. As Question Period tends to be a raucous forum
where opposition members attempt to embarras government ministers and get the

attention of members of the media, it understanciable why the rather placid and
incongruous S O A s are pwed over in favour of high profile issues such as health a r e ,
education, and job creation. Nevertheless, a review of the rare instances where SOAs
have been discussed before Question Period is useful as it may provide ciues to vduable
sources of information for opposition members, and is allows one to observe the
ability of minisrers to remain answerable for department activity.

A first occasion in which an SOA became the subject of inquiry during
Question Period involved the Fleet Vehicles Agency. An opposition member, Mr. Jim

Maloway (NDP - Elmwood) questioned the contncting policies of the agency. As the
major supplier of automobiles to government departmenu, contracts to equip the Fleet
Vehicles Agency are highly sought after by private suppliers, and of obvious interest to
members of the opposition. What makes this opposition inquiry more notable is that
in 1996, $800,000 worth of business was awarded to an auto dealer with close ries to

the governing Progressive Conservative Party while the remahhg $580,000 worth of
business w u divided among 10 less-connected auto dealers!

The Minister of Government Suvices, Mr. Brian Pallister (PC - Portage la
Prairie) was able to diffuse this criticism by effectively pointing to the c o n t r a h g
poiicy employed by F l e t Vehicla Agency. Contracthg procedures for SOAs do not
differ from those policier already employed by the Department of Govemment
Senrices, the freedom to initiate different contracthg procedures w u not among the
freedoms delegated to SOAs. The Minster responded to the question as follows:
When we do business with suppiîers in this department, whichever
supplier offers the best quality service at the lowest price to the people is
the one that gets the job ... If (politically connected auto dealer) an do
the job, we will buy the vehicles from him. If (he) cannot do the job, I
do not a r e what his politics are, our department will not buy vehicles
from (hun).'

On the previous day, it wu insinuated by the same opposition member that
members of the automobile industry were involved as participants on SOA advisory
boards, a situation that the member likened to "putting the foxes in with the chickens"
as these dealers could supposedly have an advantage in obtaining contracts due to this

strategic positioning.' At the very Ieast, such an arrangemeat would contradia the
very purpose of SOA advisory boards, to provide agency heads with management

advice from aakeholders involved with the agenqr. As auto dealers do not represent
Fleet Vehicles automer base, their presence on an advisory board could be considered

highly unmal.
The Minister of Government SeMces was able to direct criticism away from

his department by accusing the opposition member of fabricating the memorandum
indicating the presence of auto deders on the Fleet Vehides board. The minister
responded:

1would invite the member opposite, if he would choose to do a
minimum amount of research, he could simply consult with the SOA
annual repom... To continudy rise in this House day afier day and
attempt to cast aspersions on the ownen of private auto dealerships,
does not p a s to me as legitimate criticism and borders on simply being
hateful and malicio~s.~
A second instance when an SOA wu the subject of a Question Period inquiry
involved the Pineland Forest Nursery. Since receiviog its SOA designation in April
1995, this Hadashville, Manitoba-based nursery has ofien been singled out as an

extnordinary performer. As an SOA the nursery has succeeded in eliminating a
stifling long-term debt, produced sales of $3.8 million in the 1997-98 fiscal year, and has
successfully competed for seedling contracts across the country." With such superior
financial performance, Pineland Forest Nursery has been mentioned as the most logical
SOA candidate for privatization. Cornpetitors and business groups have complained
that Pineland has benefited from unfair govemment subsidization in the form of
invesrment Manitoba taxpayers have made in the nursery since its establishment in

In 1998, the province received a commissioned report from private-sector
consultants recoaunending the privatization of Pineland.''

The report's release

-

prompted questions from the opposition critic, Mr. Stan Struthers (NDP Dauphin),
as to the govemment's intentions in this regard. Of further concern to the opposition
was the process to be employed by the government should it opt to pursue the

privatization route. As the government had, according to the opposition, employed an
anti-democratic and non-consultative process in its previous privatizations, the
opposition sought to emphasize a fair process to ensure that the government was not

selling the nunery "in a very secret way to some of its own frienbn in private
i n d ~ s t r y .This
~ latter point wu hi&

signifiunt as the employees of Pineland were

considering an employee buyout of the nursery.
The minister responsible for the agency, Mr. J. Glen Cummings (PCSte. Rose), responded to the inquiry in a very nonsommittal fashion:

Yes we have been looking at what options are for the funire of this
nursery, but 1 CUI assure him thar ar no rime will the best interem of the
people who have made this thing work be endangered."

The minister aiso darified the financial position facing the nursery, points that had
been raised in the c o d t a n t ' s report:
One of its impediments may well be how many taxpayers' dollars are
we wilLïng to commit for funire expansion and enhancement of that
operation. So 1would be interested in the member's comments. 1s he
suggesting that we perhaps bankroll them with another $5 million?'5

A third occasion where SOAs were the subject of a Question Period inquiry
involved the Department of Education's policy toward the Manitoba Textbook Bureau

-

SOA. The opposition questioner, Ms.Mary Ann Mihychuk (NDP Sr. James)
questioned the policy as follows:
The minister has very recently issued another edict to dl school
divisions which, once again, raised concerns from the field. The edict
forces school divisions to purchase 80 percent of their textbook gram
from the Manitoba Textbook Bureau, even though the Bureau has had a
surplus for the pax rwo years and levies a 10% administrative charge.
School divisions and teachers have argued that this wili mean more corn
to them and fewer textbooks and resources for children in classrooms.'6
The edict, in this m e , w u a c?ll by the deputy minisfer of education for schools to
follow the already entrenched policy of the department.
The Minister of Education, Mrs. Linda McIntosh (PC- Assiniboia) responded

ro the question by stating the purpose of the policy. The department's 80% guideiine
was implemented to ensure that schools in remote ruraI o r northern areas could obtain

the sarne materials as Winnipeg-based schools through the textbook bureau. The
minister pledged that the department was in the process of re-examining the formula,
as some school divisions had indicated that some materials could be obtained for less

cost rhrough outlets other than the textbook b u r e a ~ . ~

The final, and most intrîguuig case where an SOA was raised during Question
Period involved The Property Registry. The question dealt with letters allegedly

pemed by Louis Riel that were purchased by the Province of Manitoba. The
documents were subsequently transferred to the Property Regiary for their
preservation and sdekeeping. The opposition critic, Ms.Diane McGifford (NDP Osborne), questioned the pending sale of historid documents involving Louis Riel,
the Hudson Bay Company, and other documents of immeaswable historical
importance. Ir wu argued by the opposition that the sale was precipitated by the
Property Registry's recent conversion to SOA statu and i u new f o m on profitability
compromised its mandate to preserve and protect historical documentation in the
public domain."
The Minister of Consumer and Corporate Affairs, Mr. Mike Radcliffe (PC River Heights) declared that the opposition critic's postulation was "inflammatory and
sdacious", but, unlike other minisrers, was unable to provide any imrnediate detds on
the alleged behaviour of the SOA. The question wu taken under advisement. The
rninister subsequently announced that the opposition critic was "a purveyor or must of
stygian murk" and announced that the documents were not being sold, but were being

provided to local law firms for public display."
So what is to be derived from the preceding examination of SOAs relevance
during Question Period? From an informational standpoint, it is dear that opposition

members did not make use of new SOA sources of reporting information as a basis for
asking questions. With one exception, members of the opposition preferred to focus

on matters of policy rather than matten of administration. The one instance where an
agency's administrative procedure wu questioned, the concern was eventudly

dismissed as superfluous.
With regard to the answenbility component inherent in the parliaxnentary
accountability regime, mininers have retained d c i e n t knowledge of the operations
of their apncies to answer questions before the house when prompted. On the one

occasion when a question was taken as notice, an answer was available the following
day indicating that the miniaer was able to eady obtain the information when it was

needed. Miniaers aiso remained respecdul of the barnework outlined in SOA
operating charters. Ministers were able to provide defenses of matters relating to
policy pursued by SOAs, but never stnyed into maners of administration.

Treatment of SOAs during Cornmittee of Supply

While Question Penod has tended to focw largely on policy issues of
~ i g ~ c aimportmce,
nt
the Comminee of Supply has traditionally focused on more
minute issues. Proceedings of Comminee of Supply have focused on a lïne-by-line

assessrnent of depanmental spending priorities as outlined in the supplementary
estimates. It is expected that the proceedings of the Committee of Supply will be able

to present a clearer picnire of information sources used by legislators to examine
performance of SOAs. Committee of supply allows MLAs topamong other things:
debate the rationde for policy decisions,
debate the nature of departmental and program objectives,
debate the appropriateness of performance-related standards,
debate the appropriateness of the relationship between expected program results
and related corn, and
debate the M a g e between lessons leamed in prior years and their application
to planned acùvities?
It is common for public servants, including SOA agency heads, to provide
support to ministers when departmental estimates are under review. Agency heads
will, in fact, assist ministers in respondiq to questions posed by members of the
opposition before Committee of Supply. While this process illustrates the reality chat
ministers cannot possibly have knowledge of al1 events that occur in their departmenu,
it reinforces the principle of ministerial responsibility by continuing to make ministers
the focal point of such exchanges. In addition, it brings home to ministers the fact that
SOAs rem& within the scope of their ministerial portfolios.
To this point, treatment of SOAs before Committee of Supply has centred on
several discernable themes. Memben of the officia1 opposition New Democratic

Party, suspicious of the SOA project since its inception, have continued to insinuate
that the governing Progressive Conservative Party have had ulterior motives for their
support of SOAs.

This theory has been succinctly elucidated in the following address

by an opposition MLA:

This government's general strategy is, 1believe, to build up retained
earnings in these SOAs through user fees, through excessive, exorbitant,
highly increased fees since they became SOAs with the basic intention of

rewarding the public in the eleaion wifh reduced fees for those
particular s e ~ c e s .Once again, t h i s is jus another sheil game that this
provincial government and this Minister of Finance have perfeaed over
time?
As such, the opposition has focused on fees vsessed by SOAs during Estimates.
Ministers have repeatedly been asked to provide a cornparison of fee structure for
SOAs before the transition to SOA natus and afier. Where SOAs have increased fees,

ministers have been asked to justify the increase. It is worth noting that for some
SOAs, fees have been reduced due to the more cos-effective management of agencies.

Another theme that members of the opposition have focused on has been the
aate of SOA computer system. Recently, both government and the private sector
have been preoccupied with the YîK computer virus that would supposedly render
computers useless as of 1 January 2000. Ministers have been asked frequently to
comment on the state of preparedness of the SOAs for the inevitable computer failures
to take place in the new millennium. As adapting computer systems to avoid the Y2K
virus is a costly procedure, ministers have &O been asked to explain how the semiautonomous SOAs will obtain the required fun& to perform needed computer
upgrading. Many SOAs have included year 2000 cornpliance among their performance

A third theme pursued by the opposition has been the spectre of p r i v a t h i o n
or contraa ing out of public services. In one of the more notable instances, uivolving

the Materials Distribution Agency (MDA), the minister was quesrioned about possible
effects on pricing of the amalgarnation of home a r e equipment distribution with the

s
the minister
existing Materials Distribution Agency. In a p e ~ o u comment,

responsible for the MDA,Mr. F

d Pitura (PC- Moms) referred to the agency as

"simply a service agency for the distribution of home care products"" and therefore a
potential candidate for privatization. The minister was asked by the opposition critic,

Mr. Dave Chomiak (NEW- Kildonan) to justlfy the comment in Light of the major
differences between home care equipment and the other products supplied by the

MDA.

I wonder if the Minister would not agree with the proposition that with
respect to home a r e equipment, we are talking about some!thing that is
somewhat different than other materials distribution products. In fact,
it is something that is for most individuah not an option but a necessity
and in some cases a matter of life and death, and to that end the
consideration of a changeover into private mode is something that
would have to be dealt with independent of the ovenll materials
distribution brancheu

The minister was subsequently questioned about the long-term future of the agency.
Given the Manitoba Department of Health's major reorganization into Regional
Health Authorities (RHAS) that would be responsible for entering into contrachid
arrangements with suppliers of their choice, the opposition critic expressed doubt that
the MDA would be able to sustain home care services:
The minister made reference to the fact that when dealing with the
medium and long term to the RHAs and the fact that they may have a
different viewpoint with respect to the purchase, does the Minister not
see it as somewhat contradictory that the services are centralized? Does
the Minifier not agree that to have the s e ~ c Lagmented
e
off would
counteract the stated intention to provide for cost effectivene~s?~~

In responding to the question, the Minister indicated that a long-term goal for the
agency would be to "work with the RHAs and actually develop a relationship with
them", but wu unable to commit to a secure future for home case supply distribution:
But that is not ro Say that when all is said aud done that Materiais

Diaribution SOA WU be the contractor of supply that the RHAs may
wish to deal with. We are certainly going to do our bit from Materiah
Distribution Agency to ensure that RHAs know chat we are there and
that we are able to provide them with a very cost-effectiveservice for
their home care clientele."
The examination of SOAs before Committee of Supply has been
punctuated by misunderstandings of opposition members as to how SOAs
operate. Members have often expressed confusion about the uniqueness of
SOA operations when compared to branch operations. Such difficulty in
understanding SOAs may be evidenced as follows:

Repeated calls by members of the opposition to explain how former
branches operate differently as SOAs. Ministers have been frequently asked
to explain the shift away from bureaucratïc control, and the need for
increased managerial flexibility to memben of the opposition. This
problem is mon prevalent among newly-elected MLAs.
Periodic calls by opposition members to explain how SOA surplus revenue
is administered. This has proven a diffidt concept for both opposition and
governent members; on several occasions rninisters have responded to
opposition questioning that SOA revenues are transferred into the
Consolidated Revenue Fund only to be corrected by their bureaucrats.
Constant mininderstanding of the role of SOA advisory bards. Opposition
MLAs have failed to differentiate between the advisory capacity of SOA
boards and corponte boards of direaors or other government boards
occupied by government order-in-council appointees. This has led to MLAs
ascribing a greater role to the advisory boards than is actually practiced, and
has resulted in spurious accusations of political favoritism.
A Comment on Extemal Reporting of S O A s

In short, the treatment of SOAs before the Manitoba Legislative Assembly has
been disappouiting. Where it wu thought that improved performance reporting
would be the impenis for a more thorough review of SOA activities and a
strengthening of government's accountability to the public, the perceived benefits have

failed to materialize. Furthemore, since SOAs are hardly central to any right/left
ideological divide and their mandates have drawn little attention from electors, it was
speculated that government and opposition MLAs could approach the review of SOAs

in a constructive, non-partisan fashion dedicated to reviewing performance. While the
inability of SOAs to attract greater attention d u ~ Question
g
Period is not surprising
for reasons nated earlier, the failure of MLAs to scrutinize the opentions of SOAs

before Cornmittee of Supply remains puzzlüig. There are m u schools of thought as to

why the supposedly enhanced information component of the SOA program hm failed
to result in additional scrutiny.

One possible explanation is that MLAs have little use for performance-related
information in the first place. Rather than concentrate on administrative intricacies or
Iine-by-line examinations of financial information, MLAs would rather concentrate on
broader, ideological ciifferences in policy direction o r concerns related to the
constintencies the members represent. The nature of parliamentary process is viewed as
a factor detrimental to valuable dialogue by MLAs o n issues of SOA performance, and

in Manitoba the level of partisanship is more pronounced than in other provinces. As
a result, opposition MLAs when given the choice of discussion of issues relating to the

performance o r productivity of SOAs or working towards possibly embarrassing
government members would invariably pursue the scandal route. Similarly
government minisrers would be reluctant to accept commentary on SOA operations as
legitimate advice. Any hope that the performance of SOAs could be discused in a
civilized manner before the Legislative Assembly has been stymied due to the intense
partisanship that exists withli Manitoba's parliamentary system of governance.

Another view absolves parliamentarians from the blame in this matter and
identifies a dearth of quality information as the reason behind the lack of
comprehensive legislarive scmtiny. In its 1995-96 report to the Legislative Assembly,

the Provincial Auditor of Manitoba indicated that 'accountability is not sewed simply
because information k reported to the Legislative Assembly. The information must be
aaively used to assess the performance in relation to plans". The fact that the
information supplied to the Legislative Assembly by SOAs has not been actively used

by MLAs may indicate that its utiiity to MLAs is minimal.
Regardles of the Provincial Auditor's contentions, the information supplied by

S OAs, while imperfect, represents a dear improvement over comparative data supplied

by departments. In spite of their pleadings for improved government reporting, when
opposition MLAs have been supplied with enhanced sources of performance reporting,

they have continued to emphasize style over substance by resortïng to partisanship
rather than thoughthil discussion over agency issues. As the culture of the Manitoba
legislature continues to exhibit such fierce levels of purisanship, it is doubtful that any
further improvement to informational reporting will be able to supercede the
indifference displayed by MLAs ta the "real" issues of SOAs.

CHAPTER 5

INTERNAL ACCOUNTABIIJTY OF SOAs
For designers of New Public Management reforms, the major challenge has
oken been to develop an effective assigmnent of duties and powers that establish the
basis for control and accountability. The Manitoba SOA project's response to this
challenge has been to provide clear assignments of roles and responsbilïties for all SOA
players, and a perfomaoce indicator plan to ensure prospective and retrospective
control for ministers. The Manitoba SOA project has also emphasized the need to
maintain the ministers' traditional reporting relatioaship with Parliament, hence the
need for strong communication between agencies and the mininer's office while

reraining the am-length relationship that is crucial for irnproved management and
financial performance of SOAs. Designers of the Manitoba SOA initiative consider
these principles a sufficient resolution to the competing tensions of Licreased
managerid freedom and the f u l f h e n t of SOA parliamentary duties by minisrers

responsible for SOAs.
For accountability to be achieved, however, it is of obvious importance that
these processes are respected and followed. As will be r e d e d , the similar agency
rnodel initiave in Great Britain has been plagued by ignorance of the accountability
requirements. Minisrers have interloped frequently into jurisdictions that, according
to framework documents, were the purview of others. But is a similar situation rrue in
Manitoba? Have SOA personnel been respectful of accountability requirements or is
the confusion evidenced in Great Bricab also a probiem in Manitoba?

This chapter WU examine and evaluate the relationships among the key actors

in Manitoba's SOA community to determine the nanue and extent of the internal
accountability being achieved. The relationships involved are sensitive and usually
confidentid in nature.

The skills and pcrsonalities of the individuals involved play a

significant, not easiiy measured, role in how the various actors interact with one
another. Given the sensitive and dynarnic nature of these relationships, and the
absence of previous research that might have supplied well-formulated hypotheses to
be exploreci, this research wu necessdy qualitative and exploratory. To that end, a

questionnaire was developed to ensure a core of common questions to facilitate
cornparison of agency relationships. r h e questionaire is included as Appendk A.)
This study will focus on the relationships within four agencies, selected
generally on the basis of their visibifity, size and budget, manuity and their
relationships with their parent departments. With sixteen agencies in existence, no
claim c m be made that the four agencies selected for doser examination are in any way
completely representative of the SOA population of Manitoba, which is diverse and
will likely become more so. Generalizations based upon the four cases musr be
worded cautiously, but hopefully they provide insights into the crucial working
relationships among the key actors in the SOA world. The fmdings for each of the

SOAs investigated are preceeded by a bnef organizational history and profle.
Overview of the Study

It was determined that the Materials Distribution Agency, Manitoba Education
Research and Learning Inforamtion Networks (MERLIN), Office of the Public
a representative group of
T m e e and the Office of the Fire Commissioner co~l~tituted

SOAs. As will be seen in a review of the histories and mandates of these agencies,

those chosen operate inder signif~cantlydifferent conditions. The mandates and
histories of these agencies are as follows:

A. M a t 4 Dismbution Agency
The Materids Distribution Agency w u created in 1974 to serve as a centnlized
matends manager for the Government of Manitoba. The goal of the agency was to
take advantage of economies of scaie to lower the cost of providing e e p m e n t and

materials to other government departments.' Bulk ordering of office materials, it was

believed, would result in less expensive unit corn to government. While the MDA's
original customer base consisted only of government, the Government of Manitoba
recently decided that the distribution of home a r e eqipment could be achieved most
efficiently through the MDA. As a result of its assumption of home care nipply
distribution, the MDA has had to alter its customer focus to include both government

and the general public. With a clear product to be delivered and a clear -orner
orientation, the MDA was one of the most Likely candidates to receive SOA status.

MDA was the second branch to receive SOA s t a t u having made the trasition 1 April
1993.

In rems of revenue, MDA was in receipt of $14,360,800 in revenue for the
1997-98 fiscal year giving it the third-highest revenue of any Manitoba SOA.

(Comparative fmancial statistics for the 1997-98 fiscal year for all Manitoba SOAs may
be found in Appendix B.) For the same year, the agency achieved a net profit of
$965,300 This figure is the latest in a series of impressive financial r d t s for the

agency; the agency managed to retire $732,200 in long-term debt six years ahead of

schedulel The agency has been able to achieve these results with a staff of 32
employees. The agency's parent department is the Department of Goverment
Services.

B. Ofice of the Public T-ee
The Office of the Public Tnistee received its SOA designation on 1A p d 1996.

It was inciuded in a group of six agencies that began the transition to SOA aatus on
that date. Whiie it has the second-larges staffihg complement arnong Manitoba SOAs,
its 1997-98 revenues of $4,578,200 place it in the middle in terms of overall sales. The
Office of the Public Trustee has also achieved enviable hancial performance having
retired its long-term debt four years ahead of schedule.'

The mandate of the Public Tnistee is to adminster the finanacial affairs of
incapacitated or deceased Manitobaas. Therefore, not only does its client base consist
of the generai public, its clientele is vulnerable and usually unable to exercise voice or
exit unlike usual customers. The Offce of the Public Tnistee is, therefore, one of the
mort politidly sensitive organizations to have received SOA statu. While the official
opposition has genenlly been supportive of the agencies designated as SOAs, it
opposed the designation of The Public Tnisree on the grounds that traditional
miniserial control and direction was required to ensure the proper management of
client files:

An opposition critic, Mr.Gord Mackintosh (NDP- St. John's), clarifïed

this position by speaking before the Legislature againsr amendments to the Public
T m e e Act;changes that were deemed necessary t o incorporate the SOA transition:
We do not support this bill and we do not support the conversion to a
special operating agency of the Public Trustee. The reason is because of

the purposes and roles of the Public Trustee as set out in the am, w e
have concern that there's a new objective, a new purpose and a new role
for the Public Trustee's office and that new purpose is to profit. It is to
profit, therefore, at the expense of the m o r vulnerable Manitobans...
The Public Tmstee is a very important agency for those in need, and by
shifiing to a special operating agency, early indications are that those in
need are going to be wrongly denied assets and their interests will not be
the main interest of the trustee's office?
The Public Tnistee derives its fees from clients or their estates in exchange for
management services. The following table is provided to indicate the cype of fees
charged by the Office of the Public T m e e and to darify the services they provide.

Table 5.1: Fees Charged by The Public Trustee
Fees for Administration of Estates
Capital Receipts
Capital Disbursements
Income Receipts
Asset Management Fee
Minimum Fees for Services
Deceased Estates
Trusts*
Client Administration"
Clients Receiving Socid Mowances
'Fee for first year of service only.

2.5%
2.5%
3.O%
3/5 of 1%

$750.00
$75.O0
$100.00
$15.00

Recent incidents have magnified the sensitivity of the Public Trustee's mandate.

An issue surrounding the proper management of client Gles has been magnified due to
recent diffiiculties the Public Trustee has encountered with private campanies that
provide services to the elderly or infirm. In 1998, the Provincial Auditor of Manitoba
uncovered evidence of billing irregularities as a result of improper invoicing by a
private Company that was retained by an employee of the Public Trustee.6 The audit,
requested by the Public Trustee, r d t e d in a criminal investigation and prompted the

Public Trustee to implement more aringent internai convols to prevent a simiiar
situation from recurring.'

C. Officeof the Fire Commissioner
The Office of the Fire Commissioner dates back to 1876 when the first Fire
Commissioner was appointed to adminisrer the Fues Prevention Act. While the office
remains one of the oldest provincid offices, it is one of the Province's newest SOAs

having made the transition on 1 Aprii 1996. Its moa obvious hinction is to provide
inspection services both during ernergency situations and to ensure that fire codes are
being enforced. The Office of the Fire Commissioner, however, has broadened its

horizons considerably and has been providtig unique products and senrices aimed
towards f r e prevention. The Fire Commissioner operates a Fire College in Brandon,

MB that is used to train firefighters from Manitoba and around the world. The Fire
College has in the past attracted students from as far away as Cuba and Libya. As well,

the Office of the Fire Commissioner has been marketing fire safety prograins to
municipal governments across Canada. The office has entered into negotiations to
become the international marketing association for the International Fire Services

Training Academy. The seMces provided by, and markets pursued by the Office of
the Fire Commissioner are much broader than the agency's name niggests.
While the Office of the Fire Commissioner eams revenue through its
marketing and educationai activities, its primary source of revenue remains a 1.25%
levy that has been levied agaitirr d home insurance policies. The revenue was
formerly transferred into a trust account in the province's consolidated revenue h n d

and reallocated to the Fire Commissioner.

The insurance companies, however, wanted

greater accountability for the use of such hnds and it wu decided that SOA s t a t u
would ensure a more efficient and effective spending of this levy.'
For the 1997-98 fiscal y-,

the Office of the Fire Commissioner achieved

revenues of $4,678,300 and net income of $73,100. Its freedom to secure contracts
from other jurisdictions has led t o a 249% increase in tuition revenues for training o r
fire safety programsP

The OfEice of the Fire Commissioner operates with a large staff

of 42 people and contracts regularly with i n s t ~ c t o r to
s teach at the Fire College. The
Office of the Fire Commissioner's parent department is the Department of Labour.

D. MERLIN
Manitoba Education Research and Learniag Information Netwo rks p resents an

anomaly in the SOA community. Other SOAs had operated under functioning
mandates well before their transition to SOA stanis.

MERLIN was established as a

unit within the Department of Education in 1995. A 1993 Task Force on Distance
Education recommended that the use of educational technology be mainstreamed into
the Department's fwictions and that this be facilitated by a single coordinated,
responsive and enabling rnechanism.'O To that end, units of work that had been
performed elsewhere within the department, as well as concepu and ideas for future
governrnent involvement were combined under the MERLIN umbrella. It was
decided that the most effcient way to deliver exisfing and proposed services was

through the SOA concept. MERLIN represents an interesting case study as the
organization wu in its i&cy

and did not have a stable policy mandate. The

govenunent made certain dowuices for the stan-up; while other SOAs are reviewed
after three y-,

MERLIN'S review will take place after five.

Another interesting aspect of MERLIN'Soperations is the presence of a
government organization known as the Council on Leaming Technologies that serves
as MERLIN'S deficto advisory board. The Council was estabLished to provide policy

advice on learning technology directly to the minister, but iu hnction wu considered
reIevaat to the functioning of MERLIN as weU, hence its inclusion as advisory board.

As schools and post-secondary institutions suive to become more
tech.nologically adept, MERLIN provides a vital service by coordinating and providing
technical support for educational facilities throughout the province. The agency acts as
a broker of educational telecommunications (i.e., internet) equipment and technical

support to dlow all Manirobans the opportunity to access educational opportunities.
The agency is also entrusted with the re~ponsibilit~
for future planning and
identification of economic development opportunities resulting from the use of
technology in dvsroom settings."
WhiIe the other three agencies to be reviewed in this study have achieved

highly successful fmancid resulrs, MERUN has posted deficiu since its beginning as an
agency. MERLIN remains partially reliant on grants from the Department of
Education, although the Department has reduced its grants as the agency has developed
enough fee-for-service clients and has moved closer to self-sufficiency. MERLIN'S
clients are moaly school divisions, although school divisions are not legally bound to
procure technological services through the agency. Government, however, had
traditionally provided such technological services. Muiy school divisions were

angered at the province's decision to introduce fee-for-service technology charges
through MERLIN, but the agency has been able to retain its client base by charging
cornpetitive prices. Overail, MERUN achieved sale. of $1,229,000 giving it the second
smallest budget of al1 Manitoba SOAs. The agency's staffing complement of 12 is also

second smallest.
As has been seen, the four agencies chosen for this m d y represent a diverse
cross section of S O A s currendy in operation in Manitoba. Hopefdy, this divenity

will provide a variety of conditions in which to test agency actors' perceptions of
accountability requirements. It will be recalled that the three key components of the
SOA accountability framework were the minister's responsibility to report to

Parliament, the need for a clear definition of roles and responsibilities for agency
actors, and the development of a performance measurement scheme as a meuis of
control. The foilowing senions will review how these three components of the SOA

accountability framework have functioned to this point in the SOA regime.

Perception of Minister's Responsibility to Parliament
As designers of the SOA accountability framework have sought to maintain the
minister's duty to report before the Legislative Assembly for the actions of agencies, it
was hypothesized chat the arm's-length SOAs would necessitate the establishment of a

relatively elaboate reporting rnechanism benveen the two entities. To this point,
however, few agencies have taken any noteworthy seps to reinforce the linkage
between minisrers' offices and agencies. It appears as though departments have adopted
a statu-quo position toward SOAs and communication berweén departmenu and

agencies have not changed substantialiy. As will be seen, however, the absence of more
extensive reporting relationships berneen SOAs and miiiisters does not appear to pose
a serious problem. Existing reporting procedures appear to provide a steady and

sufficient flow of timely information to minisen for them to meet the accountability
demands of the Legislature and the public. However, it is also important to recall that
neither the Legislature nor apparently the genenl public have shown much interest in
the performance of SOAs. Their nmow mandates, interna orientation and Iack of

impact on the lives of most citizens all seem to contnbute to an absence of controversy
and interest in SOAs.

Pnor to examinhg this subject further, it must be noted that the operations of

the Government of Manitoba are comparatively s m d scale in nature making face-toface contact and ongoing commuaication much easier than in larger government

systems such as Great Britain or New Zealand. Furthermore, the Government of

Manitoba's operations have been geographically concentrated in the City of Winnipeg.
Hypothetically, this situation would make it more realistic for minisrers to have first

hand knowledge and immediate access to SOAs, thereby facilitating their ability to
account for SOA actions.

To date it appevs that deputy minister's preferred method of keeping abreast of

SOA activities is the scheduling of regular meetings. Deputy ministers will commonly
schedule regular meetings with agency heads to d i s a s issues of mutual interest. For
sorne agencies meetings may be held on a montiily basis; for others meetings are
scheduled quarterly. For al1 agencies nweyed, it w u clear that this free flow of
information was maintained berween these intermittent meetings. Deputy ministers

rarely expressed reluaance to contact SOAs whenever they had questions or reQ"ed
specific information of SOAs, in spite of the arms-length relationship. Most deputies
reported that ad hoc telephone contact w u made with SOAs on a weekly basis.
It dso appears as though the uniqueness of SOAs is not reflected in the quantity
or content of meetings scheduled to keep departmental officids apprised of SOA
activities. Most deputy ministers conceded that there was little distinction between
meetings taken to keep informed of bmch activiries and similar meetings with SOAs.
There was one notable deviation from this pattern in the Department of Education
where the relationship between the deputy minister and agency is likely more
indicative of the type of relationship envisioned by designen of the accountabilicy
framework
The relationship, 1 would Say is different in degree not in kind. Because
MERLIN has the statu that it does, and (the agency head) is empowered
through the flexible relationship the government has with him, he
doesn't have to come taik to me about what he's going to do. And he
doesn't need to. And I don't wuit him to. Whereas with some of my
other staff, they frequently require to obtain my approval on things. 1
trust his judgement as to when he feels that he had to come to me with
something he may know that 1d ~ n ' t . ~
The resuits of the interviews indicate chat agency heads rem& wary of the
need to keep offrcials informed should agencies consider purniing initiatives that could
in any way be construed as controversial in nature. Most agencies indicated that they
would discuss sensitive managerial areas wirh deputy ministers as part of the
information gathering process. In once instance, when the MERUN agency was
pursuing the sensitive issue of charging school divisions for equipment, the qency
provided briefmg notes explainhg the rationale behind changes to agency operations,

and alerting minisren and senior staff that the issue was beiag dixussedU Most other
agency heads surveyed reveaied that they had condted extensively with deputies and
ministers prior to pursuing activities that could be considered sensitive. While agency

heads have frequently mentioned managerial freedom as one of the primary benefits of

SOA aatus, it is clear that they aiso r d i z e there are caveau to their managerial
freedom, and have taken the required initiative to ensure that ministen' obligations to
the IegisIanire can be followed through.
The provision of information by agency heads, however, is nullified if deputy
ministers do not transmit the information to the ministerial level. The use of briefing
notes has been rare; agency heads have preferred to transmit concerns upward through
the departmental hierarchy using deputy ministen as a conduit. It is at this point
where the provision of idormation becomes blurry. Most deputy ministers
interviewed would quickly alert ministers to the concerns expressed by agency heads as
a matter of process. Most deputy ministers have scheduled regular meetings with

ministers to bnef them on the operations of SOAs, and any concerns expressed by

agency heads are usually mentioned during the course of these meetings. It is important
to note these meetings between ministers and deputy ministers differ greatly from
meetings concerning branches. One deputy minister indicated his decision to "profde"
the agency differently during meetings with the minister; as SOA acrivïties would not
conform ro the same department-wide reporting procedure as would branches."

Another deputy miniaer indicated chat his meetings with his minister regarding SOAs
were "more informational than directional", as information on the SOA was ~resented

without the need for the minister to provide direction.

Orher deputy mininen, however, wodd act as a filter between ministem and
SOAs and transmit information to ministers at their dixretion. If deputy minisers
did not consider matters raised by the SOA to be of a critical importance to ministers,
the concerns would likely not be communicated to ministers. It was reasoned that
miniaers did not need to concern themselves with every aspect of agency operation,
therefore deputies would disseminate their perceptions of the most important issues for
minister's consideration and transmit them accordingly.
As it has been established that agency heab have suffiCient opportunity to

commu~catetheir concerns with the upper echelons of government, it is e q u d y
important to consider minister's ability to demand information from an agency. The
latter, of course, is a crucial component of ministerial responsibility, as ministers must
remain answerable for the actions of agencies. As such, it is important that they be
able to access relevant information when they require it.

A previous chapter has documented the lack of interest displayed by legislators
towards SOAs during Question Period, thereby making is d&cult to assess the

responsiveness of the SOAs chosen for this study to minister's needs for information.
Minister's offces have, however, made periodic requests for information based on
constituent inquiries or questions from extemal stakeholders. Ministers interviewed
for this study indicated willingness to request information from SOAs. Similady,

agency heads report steady contact berneen agencies and minister's offices. It is
important to note that all agency heads interviewed for this study, while emphasizing
the need t o be accountable to the minister responsible for the agenq, have never felt to

be directly accountable to the Legislative Assembly. Agency heads have never felt

pressured to answer, either before the Legislative Assembly of the media, the policy
decisions purnied by the agency of their administration of agency &airs. Judging by
the responses provided by agency heads, it appean as though the minister's
respon~ibilit~
to remain answerable for the actions of agencies has not been affected by

the switch to an ums-length relationship.

Perception of RoIcr and Responsibüities
As a feature central to the quasicontractual nature of SOAs, the roles and

responsibilities dehned in operating charters are of obvious importance. Yet in spite of
the apparent simpliaty of this contract relationship, it is evident that agency heads,
deputy ministers and ministers have varying perceptions of the roler and
responsibilities outlined in operating charters and how they are to be applied during
the course of d a y - t d y operations. It was anticipated that questions regarding the
initial definition of roles and responsibilities would provide the mon insight on the
views of SOA officials towards the new reporting meanires. The opportunity to
clearly define the inaugural codification of roles and responsibilities was considered to
be a matter of great importance. Such definitions would in theory direct and regulate
agency officials' dealings with one another during the early stages of agency operations
until tkey could be refmed and updated over tirne.
For moa agencies, the definitions of roles and re~~onsibilities
was considered to
be a "ceam effort" as various SOA officials, especially agency heads and deputy
ministers, contnbuted to their formulation. Ministers surveyed for this study were not
directly involved in the exercise of mapping out roles and responsibilities because those

negotiations had taken place under previous ministen. It appears, however, that in
d e f i g roles and responsibilities, the emphasis has not been on discussing how to
better conduct relations between departmenu and agencies but how best t o conform
precedents established by other agencies. The emphasis on standardized arrangements

limits the opportunity for successive ministers to alter the interactive patterns with
SOAs. Still, it is &ely that the personality and leadership style of individual ministers

will influence t o some not-easiIy-meanired extent, the frequency between and the
content of dealings between ministen and SOAs. One deputy minister Uidicated "we
put a lot of effort into getting the template rightn when asked to comment on his role

in compiling operating charter^.'^ As this deputy minister w u responsible for
numerous service-oriented orgnizations that could be potential candidates for SOAs,
the emphasis on the template is understandable. However, as this practice of trying to
create templares, or accepting models created by other departments is widespread, it
contributes to the impression that the nature of SOAs is fairly standard and that the
roles and responsibilities may- be defineci as a one-size-fiu-all paradigrn d o w i n g certain
allowances for unique aspects of agencies.
Further evidence of the use of remplate models for ministerial roles in relation
to SOA roles is found in the case of the Department of Education. The operating
charter for the MERLIN agency d e b e d a straight-line relationship between the
minister and agency head. In cases where the minister is otherwise occupied, however,
the agency head was expected to c o d t with a deputy minster. The Department of
Education employs two deputies, one responsible for public schools, the other
responsible for post-secondary midies. As a template mode1 wu used, deputy

ministers were never incorponted into the roles and responsibilities.

This situation

was ulthately settled with hrther negotiation:

lneed to have a functional relationship wiih
Specid Operatkg Agencies d
some high level bureaucrat. Somebody with the bureaucracy had to be given
ownership... If everybody's in control then nobody's in control, and that's
what was stvring to happen. In reality politiciuis are not bureaucnts, they
don't have tirne and they're not there. If felt that it was important to establish
one deputy as the person that was in constant contact, so 1 appointed myself,
and (agency head) and myself have maintained a close relation~hip.'~
WhiIe this settlement makes practicaf sense, it is the product of the type of discussion
that was envisioned during the initial compilation of roles and responsibilities. The
Depanment has not, however, sought to re-formulate operating charters in light of the

arnended reporthg relationship. This could potentially result in confusion for parties
who are interested in identifying responsibility for particular actions. If the deputy
rather than the agency head becomes the main policy advisor to the minister on SOA

matters and this is not understood outside of the relatively closed circle of the SOA
itself, accountability becomes blurred. In the case of Education, the amended reponing

relationship has been accepted and appears to be well understood by the relevant
individuals within the department and MERLIN,but official documents do not reflea

the new relationships.
A second test to gauge the perceptions of SOA officiais towards operating
charters involves management disagreements. It w u expected that in cases where
ministers or deputy ministers disagreed with management decisions by the agency
head, the ministers or deputies would prevail in spite of the operating charter's
contention that agency h a & remain responsible for the management of the agency.

Such a situation would represent erosion of the quasicontract and could compromise

the SOA accountability fnmework. Ministers and deputy ministers were asked to
comment upon what admittedl~were hypothetical situations, as conflicts between

SOA officids have been rare.
The ministers nweyed professed respect for the relationships outlined in
operating charters. They defended the right of agency heads to manage without
interference from other sources. One m;nister cited excessive control as a root cause of

bureaucratie inefficiency, and indicated his comfort with having the agency head
manage the agency for the sake of efficiency." Another minister contrasted the role of
a minister responsible for an SOA to being a member on a board of directors. The

rninister, under such conditions would have the right to direct the SOA should the
need arise, but the most likely form of action would be an interna1 or externd audit.
While contaaing SOA employees direaly regarding problems would be overly
intrusive, the minister declared that it would not be inappropriate to ask the agency

head to occasiondy review cenaln processes or to fi cenain problems."

Ministen were not able to provide examples where agency mandates or policy
frameworks required amendment as the ministers i n t e ~ e w e d
had not seen fit, or had
not been requested, to initiate any changes. This is not surprishg considering that

stability of mandate was an important criterion for approving SOA designation.
Ministers have been asked to consider requests by SOAs to expand into different
markets or offer different products. Most ministers have advocated expansion of SOA
presence in these areas. It appears that the issues of cornpetition and market expansion
have been the only SOA issue brought to the cabinet table.
For deputy mininers the definition of theu role, in contrast to the role they

fulfil with a departmental branch, is markedly different. While deputies must also
defer to agency heads on issues of management, they must also concern themselves
with advising ministers on policy matters. F d e r , deputy ministers have
traditionally W e d more intrusive roles in departmental management. Most have
been able to reconcile the need to j4eld control with the need for more effective

management. The preferred vehicle used by deputy miniaers to resolve management
Merences is dialogue, and as has been evidenced in the previous section they have
rarely been reluctant to contact agency heads. One deputy rninister has chanaerized
the ideal situation:

If it doesn't work well ta&. He's the person that has to wear the goat horns.
Itf my job to Lisdate him from other people. But if I'm spending a lot of time
putting firewalls up for him, we have to talk."

Of course, the subjea matter discussed during these meetings ciiffers by
department. One deputy iadicated that disagreement over management direction is
more a reflection on the deputy9sleadership thui ~erceivedincornpetence from the
agency head:

A lot of mistakes can be attnbuted to poor leadership and poor
communication. If (agency head) did something that was really wacko, I'd have
to re-evaluate my performancez0

However, other deputy ministers indicated that their preferred solution to
management disagreement would be to revert back to branch mode and attempt to
intervene in agency management. Accorduig to one deputy minister "autonomy ends
if there's a fundamental disagreementw." Other deputies would seek to have conflict
mediated by the minister if an attempt to reach consensus on appropriate management
results in an arrangement with which the deputy miniaer is uncomfortable. Although

most ministers and deputies appear to have embnced the new division between SOAs

and ministers' offices, the latter two comments would appear to indicate that for some
deputies old habits die-hard.

A third issue used to highlight how the definitions of roles and responsibilities
have been perceived involves the agency's business plan. Agency ha& are responsible
for the achievement of objectives and targets nated in the business plan, making it
reasonable to assume they have some Say in how those targets are derermined.

Operating charters indicate that the only other agency officials with authority over
business plans aïe the advisory boards who are entitled to review and comment on the

plan, ministers who may also comment on the plans prior to approval, and the
Treasury Board who mut approve them as well.
Al1 SOAs considered for this study have favoured what they have termed a

"bottom-upn approach to formulating the business plan. A drafc business plan is
composed at the SOA level involving a wide range of SOA employees. The plan is
then

circulated upward through the hierarchy to advisory boards and ministers.

Deputy ministers reporc that scrutiny at the advisory board level is quite thorough, as
agency heads are required to explain the targets that have been set as well as budgetary
projections. The input from advisory boards has been benefciai to SOA agency heads,
al1 of whom have praised the advisory board concept as an invaluable tool in the

management of the agency.

For ail agencies surveyed, the advisory boards have effectively fulfilled the
advisory capacity defmed in operating charters with one exception.

The Council on

Learning Technologies, the advisory board for MERLIN,has been provided with the

authority to change the business plan. The agency head, however, maintains this is not
a problem as any objections to the advisory board's decisions could be adjudicated by
the minister.
As for the mininers, while it is common for ministers to ask questions of the
business plan, experience has been that ministen have not involved thernselves
extensively with the business plan. One minister iadicated his c o d o n : level with his

departmentd officiais, aliowing him to approve business plans with Little need for
clarification or amendment? Another m;n;ster has taken an interest in the
composition of the advisory board, seeking reaznirance that quality business people
serve on advisory boards in order to ensure a thorough review of the business plan by
competent business people prior to its overall ac~eptance.~
Finally, a l l agencies reported that the Treasury Board Secretariat has been
extensively involved in the business plan process and had had considerably more input
and demanded more changes, than other participants. Although its involvement is
limited to one interval per year, Treaniry Board Secretariat analysts have consistently

forced changes to business plans prior to approval. Some SOA officiais have indicated
that the mentalïty of Treasury Board Secretariat towards agencies has not changed, and
t hat Treasury Board Secretariat treats SOAs as they would branches."

Others have

characterized Treasury Board Secretariat as not having thorough knowledge of the
business SOAs are involved in m a h g them illsquipped to offer substantive influence
over business plans.z The involvement of Treanuy Board Secretariat is thus more
pronounced than the basic approval function as indicated in operating charters. As the
influence of Treasury Board Secretariat remains hidden, it is difficult to precisely assess

fault for not achieMng results if it cannot be determined how the t q e u were
compiled.

Perceptions of Performance Measurment
Much like the agency's business plan, SOA performance indicators are
considered crucial pieces of information for the control of agencies, especially by
ministers and deputy minisrers.

It is, therefore, important to assess the respecrive

comfort levels of agency o f f i d toward performance meanires It is anticïpated that if
performance measures are truly valued by SOA officiais, they will be well utilized and
a subject of great interest during their compilation. Alas, the Manitoba SOA

experience with performance indicators appevs to be similu to experiences of other
governments; SOAs have invested resources in the genention of performance
indicators but the data has been subject to low levels of utilization for varying

With regard to the formulation of performance indicators, most agencies
reported that measures were generated at the agency level and included with the
business plan for review by the advisory board, minister, and Treasury Board
Secretariat. However, the interest of senior management in the indicators appears
negligible when contrasted with their interest in the financid and directional
components of the agency business plan. Agency heads indicated that upper
management has been inclined to accept the performance indicators generated by
agencies with very little amendment.
Reponses by deputy ministers provide some indication as to why the

performance measwes have not been the subject of increased scmtiny during the
business plan approval process. One deputy minïster indicated that familiarity with
the ovenll agency operations is a necessary prerequisite to properly formdating
performance indicators. As a r d , agency heads are best niired to formulate their
performance measures, especially when agency operations involve complex
technologid a r e s n This view was echoed by the ministers i n t e ~ e w e dfor this
m d y , as they would prefer to defer to professionds within the civil service with a
greater knowledge of agency ~ ~ e r a t i o n Given
s . ~ the lack of changes to the agency
generated indicators by those with the authority to do so, it is reasonable to asnune
that the

m u r e s represent reasonabie goals for the agencies to attain and

are therefore a fair benchmark for judging the managerid performance of agency

heads. This negates any possible criticisms that outsiders have set unreasonable
performance standards for agencies, thereby making agency head evaluation the subject
of controversy. At the same tirne, the lack of attention to the establishment of
performance indicators by ministers and deputy ministers may also be an indication
chat performance meanires may be of minimal importance in the overall comrol of

SOAs.
It is hoped that this latter concern may be c l d e d by examining how
performance indicators are used as a method of control by SOA offcials. Regrettably,
the interviews with SOA officiais provided little evidence of any common patterns of
usage of SOA performance indicators, although the interviews were useful in revealllig
certain themes about reliance upon performance-related data. The interviews lei? the
impression that SOA official's perception of the importance of performance indicators

is subjective, depending largely on the officials previous experiences with such data and
their respective management styles. As a r d t , some officials took a much greater
interest in performance indicaton than did others.
For example, there wu a large degree of ciifference in the way performance
indicaton were used by the minisrers inteniiewed for this study. One minister
indicated his unqualified support for the performance indicaror project being pursued

by the SOA initiative. As this mïnïster served as a civil servant prior to h i . pursuit of a
political career, he recognized the need to create an objective way to demonstrate that a
good job was being done within government deparunenu.

The minister maintained

that performance indicators were able to provide him with a clear indication of agency
performance, including meanires chat demonstrated how the agency was serving its
client base. Of these meanires, the minister indiuted that data on the number of
astomers served by the agency, and the number of inquiries fielded by the agency
provided him with the assurance that the agency was effeaively fulfdling its service
mandate.29
Another minister indicated less qualified support for performance indicaton.
Rather than concentrate on the extensive performance indicators nipplied to him by

the agency, the muiisrer indicated his satisfaction with consulting fuiancial data as his
preferred method of determining how the agency was performing. As well, any
indications of problems within the agencies in his department would not corne from

the performance m e m e s , but from the rninisters' informal consultations with
external stakeholders. The minister indicated his willingness to accept feedback from

the externa community and to demand explanation and change from SOAs in the

event that such conversations were negative?
Deputy ministers expressed similar mixed assessments of performance
indicators. One deputy minister saw then as providlig critical information for
monitoring the overail direction of the agency. In particular, he paid close attention to
the quarterly reports from the SOA and used such information to initiate changes to
spec&c aspects of SOA operations. He recognized that indicarors could not serve as
the basis for a full-sde re~iew.~'
The remaining three deputy miniaers interviewed did not display the same
degree of enrhusiasm towvds performance indicators. Most deputies indicated chat
they rarely c o d t e d performance measUres; for the most part the measures are
reviewed annually by deputy minisrers in conjunction with the agency head but have
not been used as a tool for the day-to-day supervision of agency matters. When asked
to identdy spec&c "bottom-line" indicators that could give them clear indications of
agency performance, mort deputies opted to bypass performance data altogether and
consult financial information insread. Furthemore, as agency heads played a
subaantiai role in the determination of performance indicators, it wu expected that
they would be more inclined to use the data as a management tool. But the interviews
indicate that agency heads have placed more emphasis in securing external sources of
information to guide performance-related agency decision making.

We have already seen that ministers and deputy minisrers have allowed their
informal consultations with external stakeholders to take precedence over performance
data. One deputy minister indicated that he considered the level of "flak" he received
at annual meetings of the Manitoba Association of Urban Munifipdties and Fire

Chiefs to be a reliable indicator of agency performance.32 Another deputy considered a

flurry of complaints over agency opentions the most accufate measure available to

him." Agency officias placed considerable reliance on extemai sources of performance
related information to the point where it could be argued that extemai influences have
superseded performance indicators.
Agency heads have aiso enthusiastically developed customer surveys in order to

capture greater feedback from dienu. TWO
of the agencies considered for this mtdy

had already implemented subnantial customer survey programs while a third was in
the process of designing a survey in time for the upcoming fiscd year.
As for the influence of customer sunreys, it is cl-

that survey data has been

taken very seriously by agency heads. The Materiais Distribution Agency introduced
an additional shift of m a i evening workers in order to ùnprove order completion
figures that were determined in nistomer surveys. This agency has, in fact, become

extremely reliant on customer survey data to the point where the agency is attempting
to generate more diverse customer data to reflet the different products offered by the
agencymwMERLIN has reported s d a r reliance on customer surveys, to the point
that their customers have complained that they're "fed up" with being surveyed
constantly.J5 The influence of such survey data is not limited to agency heads; deputy
ministers have closely monitored the results of surveys while minisrers have expressed
the need for agencies to develop more customer related measures.
One problem that has been encountered by the SOA program to this point has
been the inregration of customer w e y data with the performance indicators. Most

agencies have sought to compile performance targeu on issues that have been measured

in nistomer surveys. A f d w e to better to coordinne the genention of niricorner
survey data with the preparation of agency business plans has been the major

impediment to achieviq enhanced indicators- One agency reported that its client
surveys were performed at the end of the year, thereby making its timing incompatible
with the agency's business plan formulation proass.36 As a result, agencies have
neglected the opportunity to buttress the existing performance indicator system by
incorporating customer-rdated data- At the same time, the results of the customer
surveys remaia hidden from exremal stakeholders. Given the considerable influence of
customer surveys on the management of agencies, a valuable performance-related tool
rernains carnouflaged from outside view leaving some to question how exactly
decisions are made.
One find issue that merïts discussion here involves agency officids' chronic
ignorance of performance indicators. In spite of widespread nippon from within the

SOA community for performance indicators, to this point they have not served as a
tool to facilitate management and monitoring of agencies. Agency officias provided
severai reasons for this state of affairs.
The most common criticism of performance indicators involved the type of
data that was generated. One deputy minister politely described performance
indicators as 'widget counring", and stated chat indicators would be of little use unless
customer feedback and volume-type numbers could be incorporated into the system?'
Another depury minister maintained that indicators lack of specifîcity made them
difficult to use in a day-today stewardship of agencies:

If they were fonising on certain ares they would be uxd as a resource, but not

as a tool to aid in the management of the agency?

Similar concerns were expressed by another deputy minister who comïdered the

existing performance Uidicators as niperfluous as they could not provide meanin@
data on the critical opentions of the agency:
(SOAs have been) woefully inadequate at gettïng good performance indicators.
We have al1 W of outcome meaniremenu but they're really not performance
hdicators.
The fact that I do 2200 inspections meuis squat. How are they done? Why
were they done? The quality of those inspections - even if there was only 100
of them done, did they make a difference? And how do you mevure that?
And if you can't measure it why are you doing it?"

Agency heads also expressed concerns regarding the generation of performance
indicators. One agency head maintained that there was a constant need for SOAs to
continue refining their performance indicators in order for then t o rem& valid.

Another agency head professed difficulties in defining baseline meanires and
determining how criticai success factors should be rneasured:

(Our operations are) based on technology which has a very short life cycle, and
ofien we don't have a benchmark to track against and don't have a H e cycle
long enough to establish where we were three years aga."
As the previous discussion has indicated, there is a considerable discrepancy
between the processes that have been identified as critical components of the SOA
accountability framework and the way the processes have been foliowed and respected

by the representative group of agencies identified for this study.

CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS
The success of the Manitoba SOA initiative has contributed greatly to the
e
s and procedures,
debate on the refocusing of government operations away from d

while embracing the supposedly rational behaviour wociated with competition in the
cornpetitive marketplace. The strong financial performance of Manitoba's SOAs has
strengthened arguments of those who clahed that a more corponte style of

management would be the best remedy for the waste and inefficiency that has long
been associated with government. Government ministers have commonly Sung the
praises of SOAs, crediting the model with saving countless taxpayer dollars and for

promoting a more creative and exciting style of management. Other provinces have
watched the Manitoba SOA experiment with great interest, and many appear prepared
to duplicate the rnodel in their respective juridictions. But while the Manitoba SOA

model has been applauded for its outstanding financid results, such enthusiasm m u t
be tempered by the r e a l k i o n that much of the projea's success is attributable to the
outstanding group of managers who have shepherded the agencies through their
inaugural years. The financial successes have masked the fact that the SOA model
remains a highly untested vehide for the reform of governrnent.
Critics of agency model manifestations inevitably claim char nich models will
compromise the accountability of ministers and their responsibility to remain
answerable for the activities of agencies. It is diffidt, however, to draw similar
conclusions with respect to the Manitoba SOA model. This is not due to the superior
strength of the SOA model, but because the Manitoba model has yet to be followed

the way its designers had originally intended Many of the more important elements
of the SOA model ixnplemented to facilitate the accountabiiity of m;nisters have been
consistently ipored by agency officials.

For example, agency officials have

continuously neglected the araightforwvd wignment of roles and responsibilities
outlined in agency operating charters making the precise assignment of responsibility
difficult. The agency performance indicator plan, intended as a prïmary method of
control for ministen, has been pIagued by a disturbing Iack of rigour, and has r d t e d

in the increased influence of extemal factors, some of which are largely beyond the
control of agency managers. A comprehensive examination of agency activities h u
been irn~ededby an ineffective reporting scheme. Legislaton and extemal
stakeholders entrusted with the role of s c ~ t i n i z i n gagency operations have been
confronted with a paucity of relevant performance-related information that has failed
to produce an accurate portrayal of agency activities.

The review of similar agency model programmes indicated that dthough
governments were influenced by a clear theoretid base in the form of public choice

and managerialism, putting the theory into practice was an awkward task. Great
Britain, New Zealand and the Govemment of Canada all encountered varyhg degrees

of difficulty in reconciling the ministers' need to report to Parliament, clvifying the
roles and responsibilities of agency officids, and devising a performance reponing

scheme that provides ministers with d c i e n t control while providing an accurate
picture of the performance of agency officills for externai stakeholders. In critiquing

the agency model experiment in Great Britain, Colin Talbot indicated that this anempt
to structure the aaiviries of minisrers has resulted in "a mess with Little darity and

much scope for confurion and conflict.*l To use such pointed laquage in dexribing

the similar situation that has emerged in Manitoba would be inaccurate, in spite of the
fact that symptoms of confusion have been e q u d y prevalent. It appears as though

agencies and ministries in Manitoba have nicceeded in groping dong towards mutualiy
amenable solutions to the competing needc for increased managerid freedorn while
preserving parliamentary accouorability, even though the solutions differ greatly from
the intended model. In many respects, it appeus as though treatment of SOAs by
departments differs Little from similar treatment d o r d e d to departmentai branches.
As well, the mandates pursued by Manitoba SOAs are much l e s controversial than

similar agencies in Great BritaLi. While Manitoba agencies such as the Food
Development Centre or The Property Registry perform valuable government
functïons, their rather predictable mandates make them unlikely epicentres for
codict. But will such conflict be able to be restrained as Manitoba's SOA concept is

ex~andedinto more precarious areas? It will be recalled that the Government of
Manitoba has identified 50 additional SOA candidates throughout the province. As

the candidates with the clearest service functioas and lem controversial mandates have
already received SOA designation, any hture SOAs wïll likely have more sensitive
service mandates and demand more attention from ministers and the legislanue. WilI
such a disorganized system be able to retain its credibility as it ventures ùito more

politicdly sensitive areas?

This apparent aate of disorganization has occurred in the absence of any
sustained debate over the implications of the SOA model for accountability. SOAs
have been the subject of a Question Period inquiry on only five occasions. A thorough

review of agency activities before Committee of Supply h u f d e d to materialize.

Instead members have sought to figure out what exactly an SOA does, o r to continue
with partisan rancour. The culture of the Legirlative Assembly is one of permanent
electioneering that eschews debate on technical issues in favour of strong partisanship

in ali aspects of the proceedings. This partisan flavour has been perpetuared by tight
control over Iegislative proceedings by the governing Party, which h a carefully
controlled standing cornmittees and favoured short Iegislative sessions. As a resuit, the
potential for conflict between the freedom implied by the agency model and the
CO nventions

of responsible cabinet-parliarnentary goverrunent have yet t O be

comprehensively examined by legislators.
The importance of reinvigorating the Manitoba SOA model cannot be
underestimated. What is needed is not so much a reformulation of the model, but a reemphasis on the more critical elements of the model. What follows are some
suggestions that would serve to reemphasize the more important components of the

SOA model. They wouid hopefulIy lead to a greater reaiization among agency officials
that SOAs represent a new paradigm for performing govemment opentions and their
unique processes require respect if the model is to Live up to its potentid.

Proposal 1: Schedule Pmodic Meetings to Re-evahte Roks and Responsibilities
As has been evidenced by the survey of agency officials, while the agency
operating charter w u conceptualïzed as a key ingredient for delineating the governance

of SOAs, they have not been accepted as such by agency oficials. Rather than
undertake a thorough discussion of agency reporting relationships, SOAs have been

satisfied with adopting similar charters developed by other agencies or jurisdictions.
The lack of attention to the defined roles and responsibilities is k h e r evidenced by
penodic ignorance of the boundaries outlined. While charters indicate the sole
responsibility for agency administration belongs to agency heads. deputy ministers
have sought to influence the ulmlliinration of agencies on several occasions. Such
lapses make it difficult to properly assign responsibility for any potential problems that
occur in agencies.

A proper discussion of roles and respomibiLities t o be pursued by agency
officials should be initiared during the proposa1 phase, p i o r to the approval of SOA
designation. Agency officials should also consider initiatiag annual meetings t O review
the existing roles and responsibilities fnmework to determine if it is an accurate
portrayal of the aniauring of agency relatiomhips. Finally, operating charters need to
present the role of the Trevury Board Secretariat in greater detail so that outsiders

may determine its role in agency operations.
Proposal 2: Integrare E x t m I Sources of lnfomtion into the Pe$oonnance Indicator

Scheme
There is considerable similvity in the criricism of performance indicators used

by Manitoba SOAs and criticisms of performance meuurernent in general. Manitoba
has been unable to develop measures that accurately portray the linkage between
output and the number of resources used to achieve that level of output.

This. of

course, has long been a puzzle to designers of performance measurement schemes and
not endemic to Manitoba. Measures that are able to illustrate efficiency in greater
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detail will hopefdly be developed as governmenrr continue to experiment with
performance measurement.
But Manitoba couid do a lot to enhance its performance reporting. It wu
observed that c r i t i d sources of performance information, such as customer n w e y s or
infomal condtations with stakeholders, may have superseded performance indicators
in the eyes of certain agency officiais. Given the lack of rneuiinghl information

provided in the evising performance indicaton, it is hardly surprising that officïds
have adopted alternative methods of determining the performance of agencies. SOAs
should experiment by incorporating exremal sources into the existing performance
indicator regime. In some cases, the improvement of performance indicators could be
accomplished by scheduling amorner nweys to coincide with the determination of
performance indicators during the formulation of the business plan. It is hoped that
improved performance reporting can detract from the attention given to financial
resulo so that SOAs can also highlight the excellent customer senrice provided by
agencies.
Proposa[ 3: Enhance SOA Reporting to the Community

It has been maintained that SOA reporting has not reflected the crue activities
of SOAs. Annual reports have served more as promotional rools than accountability
instruments. Legislators have constantly ignored the information provided in annual
reports. Annual reports should continue to work towards fully implementing the
reporting critena proposed by the Canadian Comprehensive Auditing Foundation.
Annual reports could also be strengthened considerably by including more relevant

performance data. S O A s may want to reconsider the need for corponte secrecy, and
produce more thorough reponing idormation in the interem of accountability.

In spite of the aforementioned diffidties, the Manitoba SOA project has
contnbuted greatly to the revitalkation of government service in Manitoba. But the
contïnued success of the SOA model depends on the perceptions of people involved

direcdy with the project. The model cannot remai. satic; it needs to be numtred and
amended to reflea the experiences of agencies as they confront new challenges on a

daily basis.

QUESTIONNAIRES FOR SOA OFFICIALS
A. Questionnaire for Chief Operathg Offxcers

1. Does your agency take uiy particular steps to notify the Minister of any potentially
politically sensitive activities before they are initiated? How does this notification
take place?

2. Do you feel yourself to be in any way d i r e d y accountable to the Legislanue?
3.

Has the Legislature, perhaps through its cornmittees, shown much interest in the
operations of the agency?

Roles and Responsibilities
4. H
as there been an occasion when a Minister, o r hidher staff, has contacted you
directly with regard to a particular facet of the operation of the SOA?

5. What is the frequency and nature of your contact with the Deputy Minister or
ot her departmental officiais?
6. What is the extent and nature or your dealings with the Treasury Board
Secretariat?
Performance Measurement

7. H
a
s your agency taken any steps to monitor its performance aside from the
mandated reporting regimen imposed by the Treasury Board Secretariat?
8. Have you seen fit to alter the operations of your agency based on performance
meanirement data generated by your agency? Could you provide an example?
9. Have you ever been asked to alter the operations of the agency for factors that have

not been nibject to performance measures?

B. Questiomaire for Deputy Ministers
Reporting to Parliament

t. Have you taken any special seps to keep the Minister apprised of SOA advities in
light of the new k m ' s length" relationship between SOAs and departmenu?
Roles and Responsibilities
What is the frequency and nature of your contact with the Chief Operating Officer
or other SOA officids?

How much of a role do you norrndy play in the de&nition of roles and
responsibilities in the agency's framework document?
Do you or other departmental officids play any role in setting the budget of the
agency?
What do you do if you disagree with the Chief Executive Offcer's management of
the agency?
What role do you play in the appointment of the Chief Executive Officer and
Advisory Board members?
Performance Measurement
How much of a role do you play in the development of the agency's performance
indicators?

How frequently do you consult performance measurement data that is presented
by the SOAs?
Have you ever iniciated a review of SOA performance based on what you
considered to be an unsatisfactory qumerly or annual report? If so, how was this
review initiated?

IO. What sources of performance mevurement have been the most valuable to you?
How ofren do you c o d t these sources?
11.1s there a specific "bottom-linen performance meanire that you consult to gauge the
performance of the agency?

C . Questionnaire for Cabinet Ministc~s
Reporting to Parliament
Have there been any instances where you have been confronted by a q u a i o n in
the Legislarive Assembly dealing with the opentions of the agency? If so, how did
you get the information needed to uirwer the question? (Question will refer to
specific questions posed in the legislame dealing with SOA activities where
applicable).
1s there a system in place within the department to inform you of any
developments within the a g e n f y i n p a r t i d u , issws that could potentidy be
raised in the legishure? (if yes) Is nich a system present within all branches of the
department, or is the SOA a special case?
Roles and Responsibilities
How much of a role do you normaüy play in the definition of roles and
re~~onsibilities
in the agency framework document?

Could you explain the proces you would use to change the SOA's policy
framework-how would you initiate such a process, and how would you ensure
that is w u carried out to your satisfaction?
Fulfilment of an agency's mandate is unially dependent on the resources at the
agency's disposal. What role, if any, do you play in setting andior approving the
budget of the agency?
Do you play a role in appointing the Chief Operating Officer or Advisory Board
members?
Have you ever had reason to alter the SOA's policy framework?
Over the course of the put year, how many times have you been in contact with
the COO?
What do you do if you disagree with the Chief Operating Officer's management of
the agency?
Performance Measurement
10.How much input do you have into the definition of agency performance mea~u~es?
11. Have you ever initiated a review of SOA performance based on what you

considered to be an unsatisfactory quarterly or annuai report? If yes, could you
describe the process by which this review was initiateci?

12. Which sources of performance meastuement (Le., quarterly reports, etc.) has been
most valuable to you? How ofien do you consult these sources?
13. Is there a specific "bottom-line" performance measure that you c o d t to gauge the
performance of the agency?
14. When you consult performance-related data produad by the SOAs, what type of
information are you looking for? Which specific performance measures have been
particularly useful to you?

15. Are there other any other forms of performance reporting to keep you apprised of
agency progress between the quarterly reports? Do you think the current level of
performance reporting is satisfactory?
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